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Starship Operation 
 Traveling in a starship through the vastness of space requires that certain functions be performed 

in order to move safely from one location to another.  Many functions must be done no matter how many 

crewmen are on board.  On smaller ships crew members may perform several functions whereas on larger 

ships each function will have one or several personnel assigned to it.  Regardless of size, most ships will 

have at least three departments: Deck or Operations, Housekeeping or Subsistence, and Engineering.  

Military ships might also have ship’s troops.  On larger Merchant ships the three main departments are 

broken down into divisions: Deck/Operations Department: Bridge, Flight, and Gunnery Divisions; 

Engineering Department: Power, Jump, Maneuver, and Maintenance Divisions; Purser Department: 

Cooks/Stewards, Supply, and Medical Divisions.  A small ship, such as a tramp freighter, will not bother 

with departments or divisions – almost every crewman will be a separate department or division.  

Normally, the complement will have at least a pilot, navigator, commo, engineer, steward, and possibly a 

medic or steward/medic and perhaps a loadmaster.  They would normally not have dedicated gunners but 

would rely on other crewmen for that function when the need arises. 

 

Starship Configurations 

 There are several categories of hull configuration which affect what a ship may or may not do. 

Un-streamlined – this type of ship may not land in any atmosphere or skim any gas giants. 

Semi-streamlined – (also called partially streamlined) this type of ship may only land on worlds 

with atmospheres of 0 or 1 and may skim gas giants but not oceans. 

Streamlined – this configuration allows landings in atmosphere as well as skimming of gas 

giants and oceans for fuel. 

Fully Streamlined – these ships have wings that give a +1 positive DM to piloting when 

attempting maneuvers in atmosphere.  Some ships with fuller wings give a +2 DM. 

 

THE BASIC CREW 
 Shuttles and fighters can be flown with a crew of one.  The pilot must do all the work: piloting, 

navigation, commo, computer, and engineering (controlled from the bridge), and sometimes gunnery.  

Starships of 100 tons require a crew of two.  The pilot does piloting, and engineering, while the navigator 

does navigation, commo, and computer.  Starships of 200 tons or more require a bridge crew of three: 

pilot, navigator, and commo-tech.  They also require one engineer for every 35 tons of drives (Book 2).  

Other crewmen are added as needed.  Ships over 5000 tons need one engineer for every 100 tons of drives 

(Book 5). 

Captain/Pilot – the Captain is the commander of the ship.  If a ship has no captain the pilot is in 

command during flight.  All crewmen must obey his or her commands.  Skills: Pilot, Navigation, Commo, 

Liaison, Ship Tactics, Fleet Tactics, Brokering. 

Pilot – everything that flies needs a pilot.  The pilot or helmsman is responsible to fly the ship 

safely to its intended destination.  All crewmen must obey his or her commands.  Skills: Pilot, Navigation, 

Commo. 

Navigator – the Navigator plots the insystem courses that the pilot will follow.  He also plots the 

hyperspace coordinates for the jump between star systems.  His work determines how long the trip will 

take.  He is constantly busy during flight running computations on location and flight path and will pass 

new flight coordinates to the pilot when he gets them.  Skills: Navigation, Computer.  

Communications Technician (Commotech) – the communications technician obtains flight 

clearances from starports and scans the flight path for any ships and objects nearby.  Commo techs can 

identify other ships, locate their flight path, speed, and scan for life or energy forms.  Skills: 

Communications, Computer.   

Computer Technician (Comptech) – computer techs operate, maintain, and repair computer 

systems.  They can write new programs as needed and interpret or corroborate data for other 

crewmembers.  Most ships do not have dedicated computer techs and another crewmember must double-

up for the task.  Skills: Computer, Electronics. 
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Engineer – the engineer can take the ship’s engines apart and put them back together again.  He 

maintains them properly and in a timely fashion.  He keeps the ship’s vitals running smoothly.  Skills: 

Engineering, JOT, Admin.   

Steward – the Steward is the ship’s Purser (bookkeeper and purchaser); passenger cook, server, 

launderer, and life support controller.  He purchases or obtains cargo contracts; passenger bookings, and 

mail shipments (the ship Owner or Captain will buy any speculative cargo for resale).  Stewards often 

double as loadmasters, gunners, or medics.  On large ships or in the Navy, Stewards may serve as cooks.  

Skills: Steward, Admin, Forgery, and Bribery.   

Loadmaster – the Loadmaster is in charge of all doors and exits, making sure they are properly 

open or closed at the right times.  He is an EVA expert and may be called upon to perform some repairs 

outside the ship or to change out the cutter modules.  He must supervise or perform the cargo loading, 

storing, tie down, and unloading.  When stores are needed during flight he breaks them out and delivers 

them to the necessary parties.  He must refuel the ship and recharge the batteries as required.  During 

jump the loadmaster is responsible for cleaning and routine maintenance on the ship’s vehicles and boats.  

Skills: Vac Suit, Loadmaster, Gun Combat and 0-G Combat.   

Medic – the medic is also a luxury on a ship until he is needed.  Then his skills are essential.  

Medics can specialize in First Aid, Nursing, Doctor or Surgeon. 

Repair Techs – include Electricians (Electronics), Mechanics (Mechanical), Armament (lasers, 

missiles, ordnance, etc.), Grav Tech (Gravitics); J.O.T. skill can also be useful.  

Gunner – gunners are only needed sporadically on ships and normally double in another capacity 

such as junior engineer, loadmaster, technician, or steward.  Skills: Gunnery.  

Boat Pilot – the boat pilot operates the ships boat with the help of loadmaster or steward and 

sometimes with a navigator.  Boat Pilots may also serve as helmsmen on larger ships. Skills: Piloting -1 

or Ship’s Boat. 

Deck Hands – include vehicle drivers, security men, oilers, missile loaders, and extra hands for 

cleaning and cargo loading. 

 

The Captain 
The command of the ship in the endless vastness of space is a lonely and exacting job.  Every 

decision you make has to be right because most real mistakes are final.  And you have a crew and maybe 

passengers to think of also.  You must be able to appoint the right person to the right job, making sure that 

every job has a person to do it.  After that, you must be able to oversee the daily operations of all your 

crew as they perform those tasks.  The bridge may be your castle, but meanwhile you have to keep one 

eye on the ship as well as whatever else is floating around out there in space.  If you have a good First 

Mate or Executive Officer you know that he will watch the crew while you watch the stars.  Knowing at 

least the generalities of the duties of every crewman on board is a prerequisite of the job. 

The main skills of a commander are Piloting, Navigation, Leader, Ship Tactics, Liaison, and 

Administration (not to mention Forgery, Bribery, and Streetwise).  On small freighters the captain will 

perform the speculative cargo purchasing and procurement of supplies.  The Captain must keep the ship’s 

daily log and the reports on the current status of ship components.  His chair will have a console nearby 

on which he can keep this information for later reference.  In addition to this, the captain will call out the 

flight sequences as they are to be undertaken, calling each crewman to task.  The crewman must respond 

upon hearing the order as well upon completion of the order.  This is ancient naval tradition. 

The captain must refer to the Starship Flight Procedures below.  This is the master list that 

controls the routines of the entire crew.  Each crewman has his own procedures sheet, depending on his 

job on the crew.  These procedures require a die roll of at least 3+ unless called out otherwise in 

parenthesis.  Each crewmember adds the appropriate skill to this die roll if required.  The Captain also 

keeps the ship template, noting the status of the ship as the adventure progresses. 
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The Pilot 
Planetside to Orbit Sequence – this sequence is used to take off from a planet’s surface and 

ascend into orbit.  Before taking off, the pilot must lead the crew in checking all ship systems: flight 

controls, maneuver drives, sensors and shields (if any), computer, fire control, and life support.  Failed 

systems checks indicate a problem with the system 1D6: 1-4 minor adjustment 5+ Mech or Elect skill, 10 

minutes; 5-6=light damage 8+, 1Dx.5hrs.  The pilot will lift off 8+ using the gravitics drives to orient the 

ship.  Once the maneuver drives kick in the pilot begins ascent by an ascent roll of 8+.  Failure means try 

again (D6 extra minutes to reach orbit).  SE = the ship may crash; try again.  If the ship hits the ground 

(another failure) a hit will occur, casing 1D damage to the hull (regardless of hull armor).  Damage to the 

hull might affect hull integrity and must be repaired before continuing on into space.  When a crash takes 

place the crew and passengers must make a saving roll of 3+ or take 1D6 damage.  To avoid embarrassing 

problems a port pilot can be hired for Cr500 (Class A & B ports). 

Orbit to Planetside Sequence – obviously this sequence is the reverse of the above.  First, the 

pilot must maneuver into orbit.  Then the pilot performs the descent making an 8+ die roll and then a 9+ 

roll for landing.  Failed die rolls are managed as above. 

Space Dedocking Sequence – this sequence is used when a ship must detach from another ship or 

space station and begin system flight.  The pilot will run the crew through the systems check and once the 

airlock is detached the pilot will maneuver a safe distance from the other ship or space station using the 

steering jets before kicking in the maneuver drives for space flight. 

Space Docking Sequence – this sequence is the opposite from above.  The pilot must approach the 

docking ship or station, slow down, and sidle the ship up to the airlock using the avionics jets.  Once the 

loadmaster has locked the ship onto the opposing airlock the pilot can order the crew to power down all 

except life support. 

System Flight Subroutine – this subroutine is used when the flying some distance to another 

location within a star system.   

Jump Activation Sequence – when a ship is approaching the jump point the pilot will order this 

sequence to begin.  The pilot keeps the ship flying straight and is not otherwise needed in this sequence.   

Jump Flight – During jump a pilot generally has nothing to do except monitor the ship’s systems.  

At least one officer or crewman must be on the bridge at all times, taking turns in shifts and watching all 

the readouts to make sure the ship is functioning correctly.  The officer on watch must check the systems 

once per day by rolling two unmodified dice.  A die roll of snake eyes indicates that a malfunction has 

occurred.  The Repair Tech can run a diagnostic and can repair the bad system (see the Repair Technician 

section). 

Jump Deactivation Sequence – this sequence is used when a ship comes out of jump.  The pilot 

will order all hands to stations because this potentially a vulnerable time for starships – a time when 

pirates like to attack - before a ship can get its bearings or notify the SPA that they have arrived insystem.  

Once the navigator plots a course to the destination the pilot can begin the System Flight Subroutine. 

Hangar Take-off Sequence – this sequence is used more often by boat pilots than ship pilots, but 

occasionally a ship may enter a large ship or space station hangar for repair or cargo transfer.  Failure 

means the ship’s hull hits the hangar walls or ceiling and receives 1 point of damage.  Snake-eyes 

indicates 1D6 points of damage.   

Hangar Landing Sequence – this sequence is done in reverse to the above.  The pilot will glide 

the ship very slowly into the hangar and will use the gravitics drives to control maneuver and landing in 

the hangar.  Failure means the ship’s hull hits the hangar walls or ceiling and receives 1 point of damage.  

Snake-eyes indicates 1D6 points of damage.  Hangars on class F space stations may have tractor beams to 

bring in the ship safely and the pilot is not needed. 

General Quarters Sequence – if the captain/pilot determines that the ship is in danger he will 

order all crewmen to their emergency stations.   

 Combat Maneuver Actions – All ships can move and turn but only small ships (under 1000 tons) 

can use the Dogfight Maneuvers described below.  Add the evasion DM to the opposing pilot’s random 

range roll.  Failed die rolls mean that the action as wasted.  For die rolls of snake-eyes roll 1D6 on the 

Flight Penalties chart.  The pilot cannot make additional maneuvers until ship control is recovered.   
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STARSHIP FLIGHT PROCEDURES 

Planetside to Orbit Sequence   Space Dedocking Sequence 
Eng – power up ship systems (8+)   Eng – power up ship systems (8+) 

Systems Check (3+/ea)    Systems Check (3+/ea) 

 Pil – flight controls    Pil – flight controls 

 Eng – maneuver drives    Eng – maneuver drives 

 Com – sensors     Com – sensors 

 Nav – computer     Nav – computer 

 Gunr – fire control    Gunr – fire control 

 Stew – life support    Stew – life support 

Com – request flight clearance (3+)   Com – request flight clearance (3+)  

Load – check all exits (3+)    Load – close airlock, detach connection (3+)  

Nav – plot course to orbit (8+)   Nav – plot outward course (8+) 

Pilot – lift-off (8+)    Pilot – outward flight (8+) 

Stew – trim LS for space (3+)   Space Docking Sequence 

Pilot – Ascent (8+)    Com – request docking clearance (3+) 

      Pilot maneuver positioning (8+) 

Orbit to Planetside Sequence   Load – extend/attach airlock; engage docking clamps (6+) 

Com – request landing clearance (3+)  Eng – disengage maneuver drives (5+) 

Nav – plot flight path (8+)    Load – open airlock (3+) 

Pilot – descent (8+)    System Flight Subroutine  

Stew – trim LS     Nav – plot course & distance (8+) 

Pilot – land (9+)     Pilot – adjust course (5+) 

Load open doors (3+)    Com – active sensor sweep (6+) 

Eng – power down ship systems (5+)  Eng – routine engine monitoring (5+) 

      Jump Deactivation Sequence 
Jump Activation Sequence   Com – system entry notification (3+) 

Nav – calculate jump coordinates (8+)  Nav – plot course & distance (8+) 

Com - System exit notification (3+)   Eng – engage maneuver drives (6+) 

Eng – engage jump drive (6+)   Pilot – begin flight (6+) 

Hangar Take-off Sequence   Hangar Landing Sequence 
Eng – power up Systems (8+)   Com – request landing clearance (3+) 

Com – request flight clearance (3+)   Pilot – enter hangar and land (8+) 

Load – check doors (3+)    Stew - trim LS/Load - open doors (3+) 

Pilot – exit hangar (9+)    Eng – power down (5+) 

General Quarters Sequence   Crewmember Random Off-duty Locations 
Pilot – sound alarm (3+)    1 = Sleeping (6 actions to reach Battle Stations) 

All hands – to stations    2 = In the fresher (5 actions) 

Commo – ECM on (5+)    3 = Eating (4 actions) 

Eng - enable diagnostics (3+)   4 = Doing laundry (3actions) 

Gunner – fire control on (3+)   5 = Playing game (2 actions) 

Medic – open sick bay    6 = Watching holos (1 actions) 

Failed systems checks indicate a problem with the system. 

 

Dogfight Maneuvers Failed die rolls = action attempt wasted; SE=ship out of control (penalty). 

Action  Req# Effect  
Roll  5+ +1 evasion; ship rolls longitudinally 

Jink  7+ +2 evasion; ship shakes 

Barrel Roll 9+ +3 evasion; ship turns 90° in place by rolling; +1 hex closer or away from opponent 

Half-loop 7+ +2 evasion; ship turns 180° in place; change places with a trailing ship 

Trail  10+ +3 evade; ship says one hex behind target; moves with it; must be 1 hex away to start 

Add the evasion DM to the opposing pilot’s Random Range roll. 

 

Dogfight Penalties – roll 1D6; pilot cannot make maneuvers until ship control is recovered. 

1 = ship careens out of control; 13+ to recover; shooting -4 2 = Swerves (lose alt. in grav); 11+ to recover 

3 = Lose 1 speed per turn; 9+ to recover   4 = Stall; cannot turn; 7+ recover 

5 = Confused; lose turn     6 = Recover control; try again 
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The Navigator 
Piloting a craft is not such a great skill.  Except where there are asteroids, heavy traffic, or enemy 

fire to dodge, pilots actually use very little manual dexterity.  The real skill is in setting the jump drive 

and in-system course coordinates accurately.  Ships using poor navigation techniques can spend extra 

hours, or even days to reach their destination.  Remember, there are no road signs out there; it’s just a 

million tiny bright stars in a vast sea of blackness.  Are you currently flying towards the right one?  This 

is the navigator’s job – to find the needle in the haystack.  An experienced navigator won’t expect people 

to even notice he’s done a good job; only when he’s done a bad one. 

Parsecs – Per Book 2 jump drive distances are measured in parsecs which indicate how far a ship 

in jump drive will travel in one week.  Parsecs (3.25 light years) are represented by hexes on subsector 

and sector maps.  These hexes account for the distances between star systems.  Ships that have jump drive 

ratings of 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., may travel as many parsecs in one week.  Jump drives which can make jump-6 

are almost unknown and travel faster than that is considered impossible. 

Orbit Numbers – Planets and moons are classified by diameter (size) and atmosphere (depth).  

Planetary bodies, moons, and asteroid/ice belts each have an orbit number which describes the general 

distance from the system’s sun or host planet.  This information was compiled by the Imperial Scout 

Service for all systems within Imperial borders.  The navigator uses this information, stored in data 

drives, in the calculation of flight plans and estimated time of arrival (ETA) to each destination.  System 

and subsector data drives are commercially available at class A & B starports.  In an emergency, 

navigators can make these calculations from scratch but it takes hours, possibly even a whole day.   

Die Rolls – on a die roll of snake-eyes the navigator rolls an additional 1D6: 1-4 = nav computer 

failure; 5-6 = nav computer malfunction.  Computer failure means it is necessary to start the calculations 

all over again.  Computer malfunction means that there is a part of the computer which needs repair.  

Failure (a result higher than ‘2’ but still under the required number) means that 1D6 rounds, minutes, or 

hours are lost, depending on the operation in progress.  If the maneuver is a success then the Navigator 

has succeeded and may move on to the next phase.  Each maneuver will take 1D6 minutes or hours long 

to perform, less skill DM with a one-unit minimum (unless another minimum is specified). 

 

Navigation Sequences 

Planetside to Orbit Sequence – The flight plan takes into account the size (depth) of the 

atmosphere in order to reach orbit in an optimum manner and location for orbital departure.  Roll a 7+; 

calculation time is in minutes.  The travel time to orbit is based on the atmosphere number of the 

departure planet; 1 minute per atmosphere number. 

Orbit to Planetside Sequence – to plot a course for landing roll 7+; calculation time is in 

minutes.  Flight time is one minute per atmosphere number.   

System Flight Subroutine – this subroutine has three steps.  Step one is used when flying to a 

jump zone.  Steps two and three are used for flying to a destination within a star system – plotting a 

course, and making periodic adjustments to that course. 

1) Plot course to Jump Zone – to create the flight plan to the jump zone (or anywhere else within 

the system) the Navigator rolls 8+ on 2D6 adding Navigation skill; calculation time is in minutes.  The 

navigator must inform the pilot how long the flight will take.  Cross-reference the planetary diameter 

versus speed to find the correct flight time on the chart below.  For example, a ship leaving a planet with a 

diameter of 6 at 3G speed will take 2.03 hours to reach the jump point. 

2) Plot Course within System – when traveling from one planet or moon to another the navigator 

must calculate the flight time using the numbers on the chart as orbit numbers.  Roll 8+ on 2D6 plus skill; 

calculation time is in minutes.  To calculate flight time, subtract the inner orbit from the outer and 

multiply the result by 1D3 to reflect current orbiting positions (no DMs).  When traveling between a 

planet and a moon use the moon’s orbit number to calculate the flight time in the same way.  However, 

compared to interplanetary travel, the flight time is divided by 10; i.e., a flight time of 24.25 hours 

becomes 2.43 hours. Also multiply this result by 1D3 to reflect the difference in possible orbital positions. 
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3) System Course Adjustment – during system flight periodic adjustments must be made to the 

flight plan.  The referee will decide how many die rolls are required.  The required number is 8+.  Failed 

die rolls mean that 10 minutes of flight time is added per die pip below the required number.  

Jump Deactivation Sequence – this sequence is used when a ship comes out of jump drive.  The 

navigation computer must first get its bearings and then find the system destination in order to plot a 

course to it. 

1) Locate Destination – roll 8+ on 2D6 plus skill; calculation time is in minutes.   

2) Distance to Destination – to determine the distance to a destination roll 2D6 (add Navigation 

skill) and cross reference the result to the ship’s speed on the chart below to determine how long it will 

take to reach the target destination.   

Jump Activation Sequence – this sequence has three steps: Calculating a Jump Plan, Generating 

a Jump Plan, and Activating the Jump Drive. 

1) Calculate Jump Plan – there are two possible methods required for this step: 

Sequence A; using pre-made jump coordinates the navigator makes a 2D6 die roll adding 

Navigation skill.  The difficulty number is 7+ on 2D6 plus skill; course plot time is in minutes.   

Sequence B: this sequence is needed when the Jump flight plan must be plotted from scratch.  

The difficulty number is 10+ on 2D6 plus skill.  The required time to plot the course is 2D6 hours less 

Navigation skill with a 4 hour minimum.  If a result of snake-eyes is rolled it means that the computer has 

lost its reference points and 1D6 hours are lost.  The navigator must start the calculation all over again.  

Once the calculation is a success, these coordinates may be stored and reused (both out and back). 

2) Generate Jump Plan – once the jump data has been collected it must be compiled into a 

program that the jump drive can use.  This is done with the Generate Program.  The program must be 

activated in the main computer.  Then roll 2D6 and add Navigation skill.  Difficulty numbers for this die 

roll depend on the number of parsecs being attempted: jump 1-2 = 7+; jump 3-4 = 8+; jump 5-6 = 9+.  

Program compilation time is in rounds. 

3) Jump Time – jump normally takes one week (168 hours average) which is adjusted by making 

a 2D6 die roll (subtract Navigation skill) and referring to the chart below.  For example, a navigator with 

a skill of 1 who rolls a ‘7’ (7-1=6) has decreased the one week travel time by 6 hours.  Therefore the trip 

will take 162 hours, or 6.75 days. 

Miss-jump – (per Book 2 page 6) 2D6: 13+; DMs +1 unrefined fuel, +5 within 100 planetary 

diameters, +15 if within 10 planetary diameters (16+=explode).  Distance: 1D6x1D6 hexes; direction: 

1D6 (hex sides), time 1D6 weeks. 
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NAVIGATOR PROCEDURES 

 

Planetside to Orbit Sequence 

 Roll 8+; calc time = minutes; failure = try again; SE = 1D6 more minutes lost; travel time =1 min/atmo#. 

 

Orbit to Planetside Sequence 

 Same as above.   

 

System Flight Subroutine 
1. Plot course to jump zone 8+; calc time = minutes; failure= try again; SE 1D6 more minutes lost.  The 

travel time to the minimum jump zone is based on the diameter number of the departure planet: 

Planet diam: Speed  1G 2G 3G 4G 5G 6G     

   1 =  3.34m 2.36m 1.92m 1.67m 1.5m 1.36m 

2 =  10.55m 7.45m 6.08m 5.27m 4.72m 4.3m 

   3 =  33.33m 23.5m 19.25m 16.66m 14.9m 13.6m 

   4 =  1.75h 1.23h 1.016h 53m 47m 42m 

   5 =  3.05h 2.15h 1.75h 1.5h 1.36h 1.22h 

   6 =  3.52h 2.48h 2.03h 1.77h 1.56h 1.43h 

   7 =  5.55h 3.93h 3.2h 2.78h 2.48h 2.27h 

   8 =  17.6h 12.4h 10.1h 8.8h 7.9h 7.2h 

   9 =  37.3h 26.4h 21.5h 18.6h 16.7h 15.2h 

   10 =  55.6h 39.3h 32.1h 27.8h 24.8h 22.3h 

   11 =  88.7h 62.7h 51.2h 44.4h 39.7h 36.2h 

   12 =  136.1h 96.2h 78.6h 68.0h 60.9h 55.6h 

 

2. Plot course Within System: 8+; calc time = minutes; failure = try again; SE (see below).  

Planet to planet: calc flight times using the above #’s as orbit #’s.  Subtract the inner orbit from the  

outer x 1D3 to reflect current orbiting positions (no DMs).   

Moon to Moon: use moon orbit #’s as above and divide the time by ten, x1D3.   

Planet to Moon: & vice versa, use ‘1’ for planet’s position. 

 

Jump Deactivation Sequence 
1. Locate System Destination: 8+; calc time is minutes; failure = try again; SE = 1D6 more minutes lost. 

2. Calculate Distance to Destination: roll 2D6 + skill and refer to the chart below (skip if miss-jump): 

Die roll: Speed 1G 2G 3G 4G 5G 6G 

  6- = 1.55d 1.1d 21.5h 18.6h 16.7h 15.2h 

  7 =  17.6h 12.4h 10.1h 8.8h 7.9h 7.2h 

  8 = 5.55h 3.93h 3.2h 2.78h 2.48h 2.27h 

  9 =  3.52h 2.48h 2.03h 1.77h 1.56h 1.43h 

  10 = 3.05h 2.15h 1.75h 1.51h 1.36h 1.22h 

  11 =  1.75h 1.23h 1.016h 53m 47m 42m 

  12+ =  33.33m`23.5m 19.25m 16.66m 14.9m 13.6m 

 

Jump Activation Sequence 

1. Calculate Jump Plan:  

Sequence A: Premade coordinates: 8+; calc time = minutes; failure = try again ;SE (see below). 

Sequence B: Jump course plot from scratch 10+; calc time = 2D6 hours (4hr min); failure = 1D6 hours  

lost; SE (see below).  These coordinates may be stored and reused (both out and back). 

2. Generate Jump Plan: roll 2D6+skill (Jump 1-2=7+, 3-4=8+, 5-6=9+; time = rounds; failure = try 

again; ignore SE. 

3. Jump Time: roll 2D6 for length of jump time (subtract Nav skill).  Jump time is in days. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

 5.75d 6d 6.25d 6.5d 6.75d 7d 7.25d 7.5d 7.75d 8d 8.25d 

 

Unless otherwise noted all die rolls above are subject to navigation skill as a DM. 

Snake-eyes = 1D6: 1-4 = computer failure, 1D6 min or hrs lost, start over, 5-6 = nav computer malfunction. 
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The Communications Technician 
The communications technician (commotech) must be able to operate radios and sensors.  He or 

she must be able to find the right frequencies for communication and be able to transmit voice or 

computer data through space or atmosphere.  The commotech must respond with the correct information 

requested by local authorities and relay pertinent information to the pilot.  Because of the lack of 

characters with Commo skill, any character with computer skill may change Computer to Commo. 

Die Rolls – each commo maneuver has a required number which must be rolled on 2D6 plus skill 

to be successful.  These maneuvers all take up time, normally 1D6 rounds or minutes less skill DM with a 

1 unit minimum.  On a die roll of snake-eyes, the commotech must roll an additional 1D6: 1-4 = extra 

time lost (usually minutes); 5-6 = equipment malfunction.  Failure (a result higher than ‘3’ but still under 

the required number) means that 1 unit of time is lost for each die pip under the required number. 

 

Radio Communications Procedures 
 There are many different uses of the radio.   

Radio Calls – Making a radio call only requires a routine die roll (3+ no DMs or skill involved).  

A failure indicates that there is a malfunction with the radio (normally just the wrong frequency).   

Jamming Transmissions – jamming another ship’s transmissions by flooding the airwaves with 

static requires a die roll of 2D6+skill plus the radio#, versus the same die roll by the opposing party.  If 

the jamming roll is equal to or higher than the opposing roll, the jamming was successful.  Unjamming 

attempts may be made the same way every other round. 

Jamming Sensors – is performed the same as in jamming transmissions.  Detecting scans, active 

or passive is also done by opposing die rolls.  

Scrambling a Transmission – scrambling a radio call is an attempt to hide the transmission amid 

several signals.  The sender must make a basic die roll of 8+ in order to scramble the transmission 

properly.  Attempting to descramble a message requires a die roll of 10+.  Subsequent die roll attempts 

may be made every 1D6 minutes. 

Coding Messages – coding is an attempt to send messages in a secret code known to both the 

sender and the intended receiver.  The procedure is the same as in scrambling a message.  Time is 1D6 

rounds.  A die roll of 12+ is required to decode the message.  Time is 1D6 hours.  A die roll attempt may 

be made every 1D6 hours. 

Directional Finding – directional finding is used to locate the direction from which a radio signal 

is coming from.  This is done by locating the direction which gives the strongest signal, but it can only be 

done during the time a message or signal is being sent (transponder signals can be used).  If a ship is 

attempting to close in on a signal using this method, at least three successful 8+ die rolls are required. 

ECM – (Electronic Counter Measures) the commotech uses the computer and ship’s sensors to 

jam and confuse missile homing devices; throw 7+ (no DMs) to self-detonate each incoming missile; one 

try per missile per salvo.  

 

Sensor Sweeps 

  The commotech must be able to sweep space for detection of planetoids, asteroids, comets, 

storms, or other ships which might be hazardous to the current flight plan, and identify classifications of 

ships, their size, location, and course heading.  The commotech must immediately report all information 

found to the Captain.  Many ships do not have a commotech and they set their sensors to proximity 

alarms.  However, proximity alarms will only detect objects at a sensor’s minimum distance.  For 

example, an RLT1 will only detect another object at 10,000km.  In order to detect an object at greater 

distances a commotech must be employed.  There are two parts to the Active Sensor Sweep – the 

Ship/Object Detection and Ship/Object Class. 

 Ship/Object Detection – the commotech must roll 1D6 on the Ship/Object Detection Chart.  This 

chart is based on the type of starport the system has.  Class A starports will have more traffic than lesser 

starports.  This chart will determine how many objects have been detected by the ship’s sensors.   

Ship/Object Class – this chart will identify each detected object in general terms.  A result of 

“SC” indicates a small craft of less than 100 tons, “S” = a small ship of less than 1000 tons, “M” = a 
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medium-sized ship of less than 10,000 tons, “L” = a large ship of less than 100,000 tons, and “C” = a 

capital class ship of more than 100,000 tons.  A “T” result indicates that a transmission has been 

intercepted.  And the “O” result means an object has been found.  A “—” result means that the detection 

was just a blip on the screen and should now be disregarded. 

Distance and Heading – the commotech must now determine the distance and heading of each 

object found.  This is done in two steps: the Distance Chart, and the Heading Chart. 

 Distance – the commotech must roll 1D6 on the RLD Distance Chart using the column pertaining 

the size of sensor used (RLT 1, 2, 3, or 4).  This will determine the distance from the player’s ship for 

each object found. 

Heading – the commotech must roll 2D6 (no DMs) on this chart to determine the direction in 

which the detected ship is traveling in.  The results can be “Intercept” = the detected ship is moving to 

intercept the players; “Outsystem” = the detected ship is moving outward from the sun, probably on its 

way to a jump point; “Insystem” = the detected ship is moving in towards the system sun, probably just 

arriving insystem; “Immobile” = the detected ship is not moving at all, and it may be in trouble.  If a ship 

is detected on an intercept course with the player’s ship roll 1D8 on the Intercept chart to see which 

direction the ship is coming from with ‘1’ pointing straight ahead on the player’s ship (north). 

Intercepted Transmission – When a transmission from another location is picked up by the 

sensors a die roll of 6+ is required to lock onto it.  Upon success the commotech can hear and record the 

conversation.  The general type of transmission detected can be identified on the “Intercepted 

Transmission” chart.  Results can be “flight routine” = a ship is talking to a base regarding routine flight 

details; “coded transmission” = a transmission that is coded; “routine hailing” = a ship is calling the 

players just to talk, get news and gossip (this is an ancient maritime naval tradition); “foreign language” = 

this transmission is not in basic language (the player’s language); “S.O.S.” = this is a signal that another 

ship is in trouble (the players are bound by Imperial law to respond).   

 Transponder Information – the third step in the active sensor sweep is to get the detected ship’s 

transponder information.  All ships carry computer-data ID cards in the transponders which send the 

ship’s identification information to other ships and ports of call.  The commotech makes sure the ship’s 

transponders are working.  It is an Imperial offense to fail to turn on or to tamper with a ship’s 

transponder codes.  Other ships will also be sending out their ID codes which the commotech will lock 

onto whenever another ship is detected in space.  This beacon will give the target ship’s classification of 

ownership, mission, and ship tonnage in general terms.   

 Ownership – the first column on the ownership chart will identify whether a ship’s ownership is 

merchant, government, military, corporate, of private in nature.  Military ships can be system, subsector, 

or independent, foreign, or Imperial navies. 

 Mission – the mission chart shows what type of Corporate or Merchant work the ship is doing.  

Military missions will not be disclosed to the players.  But the transponder will identify which navy the 

ship belongs to: Scout Service, Imperial Navy, Subsector Navy, Imperial Navy, Foreign navy.  Ships that 

have no transponder info or fake info are probably pirates. 

Ship Size – the ship size chart will give more specifics on the general tonnage of the detected 

craft.  For example an “SC” (small craft) may be a small fighter or shuttle less than 100 tons.  This chart 

will determine the exact size.  Objects are not identified by transponders but have been placed on this 

chart for convenience. 

 Radios - called base radio transceivers (BRTs), are needed on every ship and space station, port, 

or military base.  Advancement in radio technology over the centuries has allowed the splitting of 

channels into subchannels, thus providing many more channels for the use of the operator.  The BRT 

number provides a positive DM.   

 Radar Ladar Detectors (RLDs or Radlads) – are active sensors that detect all types of objects by 

actively bouncing radar waves off them, then zooming in with the ladar detector.  These are the standard, 

non-combat starship sensor system.  Full Spectrum Receptors (FSRs) are passive sensors which can read 

electromagnetic emissions including comlink transmissions, energy output, heat, radiation, life signs, etc.  

Sensors are rated by size and power ranging from 1 to 4 which is used as a positive DM by the 

Commotech.  Gunners use a smaller version of sensors called Short Ladar Receptors (SLRs). 
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COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES 

Action    Req#  Effect       

Call on radio   3+  talk to another ship/station 

Pickup signal   5+  listen to another ship/station 

Jam transmission   --  opposing die rolls, 2D6+skill+radio#; once per round 

Unjam transmission  --  opposing die rolls, 2D6+skill+radio#; every other round 

Scramble transmission  8+  hide a transmission; once per round 

Descramble transmission  10+  find a transmission; if recorded, once per 1D6 minutes 

Code message   8+  encode a transmission; once per round 

Decode message   12+  decode a transmission; once per 1D6 hours 

Directional finding  8+  locate direction of a signal source; three successes needed 

Active sensor sweep  6+  scan for objects or set proximity alarm 

Jam sensors   --  opposing die rolls, 2D6+skill+sensor#; once per round 

Unjam sensors   --  opposing die rolls, 2D6+skill+sensor#; every other round 

Distance and heading  7+  detect proximity, location, and course 

Transponder info   7+  obtain another ship’s information 

Passive sensor scan  9+  obtain data to compute ship energy or life forms 

Active sensor detection  6+  detect scans; opposing die roll of 1D6+skill+equipment# 

Passive sensor detection  9+  detect scans; opposing die roll of 1D6+skill+equipment# 

ECM    7+  no DMs; self-detonate each incoming missile; once per salvo 

 

1a Active Sensor Sweep   3a Transponder Info - Ownership 

Ship/Object detection (1D6)  Transponder Ownership (1D6) 

Port: A    B    C    D     E    X  Die Type  Military  Government 

1 =  0     0     0     0     0     0  1 =  Merchant System  Prison 

2 =  1     1     0     0     0     0  2 =  Merchant System  Courier 

3 =  1     1     1     0     0     0  3 =  Military  System               Research 

4 =  2     2     1     1     0     0  4 =  Government2 Sector  Medical 

5 =  3     2     2     1     1     0  5 =  Corporate Sector  Commo 

6 =  4     3     3     2     1     1  6 =  Private  Imperial  Envoy 

       

1b Active Sensor Sweep   3b Transponder Information – Corporate/Merchant  

Ship/object class (2D6)   Corporate (1D12)   Merchant (1D6) 

Die       A     B     C     D     E     F  1 = Weapons 7 = Housing mat.  1 = Mining 

2 =       O     O     O     O     O    O  2 = Ship repair 8 = Colonization   2 = Subsidized 

3 =       SC   SC   T      T     T    SC  3 = Mining 9 = Electronics  3 = Subsidized 

4 =       T     T      SC   SC  SC   T  4 = Research 10 = Vehicles  4 = Freelance 

5 =       S     S      SC   SC   T     S  5 = Industrial 11 = Chemical  5 = Liner 

6 =       S     S      T      T     S     O  6 = Medical 12 = Finance  6 = Charter 

7 =       T     S      S      S     O     O   

8 =       M    T      S      S     T     O  3c Transponder Information – Ship Class (1D6) 

9 =       T     M     T      S     S     S  Die SC S M L C O  

10 =     L     T      M     T     T     S  1 =  Ftr 100T 1KT 10KT 100KT Asteroid 

11 =     C     L      L     M     M    T  2 =  20T 200T 1.5KT 20KT 200KT Junk 

12 =     C     C      C     C     L     M  3 =  30T 300T 2KT 30KT 400KT Hulk 

T = transmission; O=Object  4 =  40T 400T 4KT 50KT 600KT Storm 

2 Distance and Heading   5 =  50T 600T 6KT 70KT 800KT Storm 

2a Distance     Storms are analyzed by computer 

RLD Ship/object distance in km (1D6)  

D6  #1        #2          #3          #4      2b Heading 

1= 10K      30K       50K       100K  Heading (2D6)  Intercept (1D8) Intercepted transmission 

2= 20K      60K       100K     200K  2 =  Intercept  1=N 5=S 1-2 = Flight routine 

3= 30K      90K       150K     300K  3-6 =  outsystem 2=NE 6=SW 3 = Coded 

4= 40K      120K    200K      400K  7-10 =  insystem  3=E 7=W 4 = Routine hailing 

5= 50K      150K    250K      500K  11 =  Immobile 4=SE 8=NW 5 = Foreign language 

6= 60K      180K    300K      600K  12 =  Intercept    6 = S.O.S./G.K. 

Failure = try again; Snake-eyes = roll 1D6: 1-4 = lost time, try again; 5-6 = equipment malfunction. 
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The Computer Technician 
The comptech is, admittedly, a luxury.  But when employed he is the hub of information 

processing and dissemination.  He can verify other people’s calculations and data and write new programs 

or modify existing programs when the need arises.  He also does detailed sensor analysis, system 

maintenance and engineering diagnostics, the comptech must activate and deactivate programs as 

required.  The comptech must store the data/program drives in a safe place and keep backup copies in a 

sealed, radiation proof safe.  Most smaller spacecraft will do without a comptech; normally the navigator 

or commotech will act in that capacity.  Military or exploratory ships will have a computer officer with a 

staff to help him.  Computer skill gives the character familiarity with the operation, repair, and 

programming of computers.  Electronics skill may also be required for some repairs. 

Die Rolls – each computer maneuver has a required number which must be rolled on 2D6 plus 

skill to be successful.  These maneuvers all take up time, normally 1D6 rounds or minutes less skill DM 

with a 1 unit minimum.  Failure (a result higher than ‘2’ but still under the required number) means that 1 

unit of time is lost for each die pip under the required number.  On a die roll of snake-eyes, the comptech 

must roll an additional 1D6: 1-4 = time lost, try again; 5 = computer locks up (reboot - 2D6 minutes); 6 = 

computer malfunction.  Repairs must be made. 

 

Computer Operation Maneuvers 

Add/Remove Storage – programs are stored on removable hard drives (RHDs) which must be 

plugged into the main computer in order to be used (per Book 2).  The programs are unimaginably huge 

and complicated by our standards.  Besides the main program, they contain many loops which allow 

alternate programming to take over in event of internal failure.  The required die roll is 6+; time=1rnd. 

Activating Programs – programs that are already plugged into the computer must be activated in 

order to be used and deactivated in order to remove the RHD.  The required die roll is 5+; time=1rnd. 

Library Program – the comptech can run library programs to search for information such as 

history of the Imperium, subsector maps, planet statistics, main species of sentient life forms, main 

cultures, and major Imperial corporations.  The required die roll is 6+; time = 1D6 minutes. 

Life Data Analysis – the comptech can analyze sensor data (FSRs only) using the Life Form 

Indicator program (LFI).  LFIs can identify sentient and none sentient life forms; and the probable life 

form type and condition.  It will not identify specific individuals.  The required die roll is 9+; time = 1D6 

rounds.  The comptech, however, must keep in mind that scanning for life forms on a planet will probably 

bring up many indistinguishable results.   

Energy Data Analysis – using Source Indicator programs (SI), the comptech can identify what 

energy emissions are being radiated from a ship or building on a planetary surface (FSR sensors only).  

Ship’s drives, power plant, vehicles, commo transmission, and weapons can be identified as well as the 

general status of each (how powerful the output is).  Anomalies such as radiation leakage or drive damage 

can also be detected.  Same conditions as above. 

Storm Data Analysis – space storms are a source of potential danger ranging from hull or crew 

injury to disorientation of sensors.  Analysis of storms from FSR sensors will determine the size and type 

of storm using the Source Indicator (SI) program.  RLT sensors will only determine that something is 

coming – not what it is composed of.  If identification is successful roll 2D6 on the Storm Type chart 

below (no DMs).  

Other Computer Analysis or Data Compilation – the comptech is virtually limited only by his or 

her imagination.  That said, the referee must remember that only star systems of tech level 4 or higher 

have libraries, 6 or higher have adequate computers and internets, and 7 or higher have satellites.  Without 

satellites, GPS, satellite surveillance, and cell phone activity is not possible.  The players should keep in 

mind that nothing is easy or automatic, no matter how simple it seems. 

Backup Copies – backup removable drives are vital to the survival of the players.  When not in 

use these must be stored in a radiation proof safe.  This safe also provides 3D armor versus enemy 

weaponry.  Making backups is easy and blank RDHs of various sizes can be purchased at A-C starports.   

 Hard-wire Interface – most computers have universal connection ports which allow one computer 

to hook-up with another.  All computers are set in the private mode for security reasons, unless 
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permission is granted by the owner to be accessible to other computers for information transfer.  If both 

computers are owned by the operator then changing the settings is 5+; time taken is 1D6 rounds, if not, 

see Hacking.  Permanent wiring requires 9+ and takes 1D6 x 8 manhours. 

 Wireless Interface – wireless systems work similar to hard-wired ones except that a handshake 

between frequencies must be obtained.  Finding the right frequency to talk to another computer requires a 

die roll of 7+; time needed is 1D6 x 5 minutes.  If both computers are owned by the operator then 

changing the settings is 5+; time taken is 1D6 rounds.   

 Hacking – hacking into other computers requires time and skill, illegally obtaining permission 

codes in order to access a computer’s systems.  The required number is 10+; time needed is 1D6 x 30 

minutes.  Using a code retriever (a hand-held, plug-in device) reduces the time to 1D6 x 10 minutes and 

the required number is 8+.  A random die roll by the referee of 1D6 can determine how many passwords 

must be obtained before the desired level of clearance is achieved.  Code retriever machines can be 

purchased on the black market for a lot of money. 

Foreign Computers – foreign computers make any kind of handling more difficult, whether 

operating, interfacing, repairing, or writing programs.  Writing new programs in a foreign language is 

nearly impossible, but some program compilers will translate computer codes into foreign program 

languages.  The most common available translators include Aslan, Vargr, Zhodani, K’Kree, and Hiver.   

 

Computer Repair Maneuvers 

 When a computer malfunctions it must be repaired using Computer, Mechanical, or Electronic 

skill.  Whenever a computer malfunction occurs the comptech must roll on the chart below to determine 

what is wrong.  Then refer to the following charts for more detail.  The time required to perform the 

repairs depends on the die result that indicated which system needs work.  Replacement parts are not 

needed unless a ‘6’ is rolled and the unit must be replaced.  Roll 1D6: 1-4 = a part is on board; 5-6 = must 

be purchased.  See the Repair Technician section for obtaining a new replacement part. 

 

Program Writing Maneuvers 

Program writing can be done for just about any program the players can think of.  There is very 

little cost except for time and few extra removable hard drives.  The referee and the player must 

determine exactly what the program will do once completed.  Comptechs are able to write very complex 

programs in a fairly small amount of time because of all the programming subroutines that are available 

to plug into the program.  Getting them to work smoothly with each other is the trick. 

Potential Time/Size – The referee and the player must determine approximately how long it 

would take to write a specific program and then decide how many hours a day will be required to 

accomplish it.  The potential time chart below can be used to calculate the average time needed.   

Actual Time/Size – During the process, the player can keep track of how many hours are actually 

spent.  Before completing the project the player must roll 2D6 plus skill again for the degree of success 

and the size of the program.  It’s possible that a program will be larger or smaller than a store bought one 

and it might also be more or less effective than expected.  For size ratings, translate the final product into 

CPU size (round up or down).  For example, a die roll of 9-12 would mean that the program is half the 

size of one that is commercially available.   

Degree of Success – Then the player must roll 2D6 again to determine how effective the program 

is on the Degree of success Chart. 
 

Program Writing (Roll 2D6+skill; roll separately for time, size, and effectiveness) 

Potential Time/Size  Actual Time/Size  Degree of Success 

V. Easy = 1D6 days (.5)  2 = x2   2 = doesn’t work – program crashed and trashed 

Easy = 2D6 days (1)  3-5 = x1.5  3-5 = has a bug (will fail on 1D6 5+; roll every use 

Moderate = 1D6 Weeks (2) 6 = x1.25  6-10 = effective 

Difficult = 2D6 weeks (3)  7 = x0   11 = more than effective (or 1 rating better) 

V. Difficult = 2D6 months (4) 8 = x.75   12+ = twice as effective (or 2 ratings better) 

9-12 = x.5  
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COMPUTER PROCEDURES 

Action   Time  Req# Effect        

Add/remove storage 1round  6+ changing programs in storage 

Activating programs 1round  5+ opening/closing active programs in RAM 

Library Program  1D6m  6+ retrieve data from the library program (including ship types) 

Data analysis  1D6rounds 9+ data analysis (life and energy scans etc.) 

Storm analysis  1r  9+ determine type of storm 

Ship Diagnostic  1D6r  8+ determine extent of ship component damage 

Backup Copies  2D6x10m 7+ copies programs onto extra blank discs 

Hard Wire Interface 1D6r  5+ two friendly computers 

Hard Wire Interface 1D6x8hrs 9+ two non-friendly computers 

Wireless Interface 1D6x5m  7+ finding an unknown frequency; if blocked must hack it. 

Wireless Interface 1D6r  5+ finding a known frequency 

Hacking   1D6x30m 10+ discovering the proper codes to enter a system 

Hacking with Retriever 1D6x10m 8+ using a code retriever to find the password 

Failure – means that time is doubled; BC – time is halved.  Snake-eyes – roll 1D6: 1-4 = time lost, try again; 5 = 

locks up (reboot 2D6m); 6 = equipment malfunction (see repairs below). 

 

Storm Type (2D6 no DMs) – The storm is 2D6 minutes away; in some cases characters should put on vac suits. 

2 = Corrosive gas storm – hull damage; roll 1D3 hits (1D6 damage each hit). 

3 = Radiation storm – radiation sickness: roll 4+ to avoid; automatic w/o vac suit; roll on disease table for severity. 

4 = Rogue asteroid – roll 7+ on 2D6 (Pilot skill) to avoid hitting; or take 1D6 x 1D6 exterior damage (roll location). 

5-6 = Meteorite shower – 1D6 exterior hits (1D6+6 damage). 

7 = Dust storm – no visuals, scanning, or radio for 1D6x10 minutes; ship off course; 1D6x5 minutes lost. 

8-9 = Electrical storm – power reduction; roll on power plant damage table (reduce maneuver accordingly). 

10 = Space debris – roll 9+ (Pilot skill) to avoid debris; or take 1D6 x 1D6 exterior damage (roll location). 

11 = Ion storm – 1D6 fires at interior locations; roll interior locations; roll 9+ (Mech/Elect skill; 1D6x5m/each). 

12 = Magnetic storm – sensor failure; roll 13+ (Nav skill) to recover once/hour; off course 1 hour per each try. 

 

Computer Repairs 

Identify item damaged on 1D6 and then specific item with another 1D6; then roll on the time table.  Success = repair 

completed; if failure time doubled; SE part must be purchased or manufactured; BC time halved.   

Die Computer System           

1 =  Monitor (ME) – computer display modules (2D or Holo) need repair using mechanical and electrical. 

2 =  Motherboard (CE) – the main guts of the computer have malfunctioned; see chart below for more detail. 

3 =  Printer (MC) – the hardcopy output hardware has malfunctioned; see chart below for more detail. 

4 =  RHD port (C) – the removable hard drive port has malfunctioned. 

5 =  System Glitch – the operating system software isn’t functioning. 

6 =  RHD ruined (C) – a removable hard drive has malfunctioned and must be replaced. 

 

Monitor     Motherboard   Printer 

1 = Loose power cord (MC5+)  Cable came loose (MC5+)  Loose Connection cable (C5+) 

2 = Connection cord frayed (MC6+) Connection cord frayed (MC6+) Connection cord frayed (MC6+) 

3 = Settings must be recalibrated (C 7+) Frame came loose (MC7+) Printer ink modules dry (C7+) 

4 = Graphics card out (C8+)  Voltage transformer out (E8+) Printer circuits damaged (E8+) 

5 = Circuit board needs repair (E9+) Circuitry damaged; (E9+)  Printer card circuits out (C9+) 

6 = Entire unit fried; replace it* (C10+) Board fried; replace it* (C10+) Printer fried; replace it* (C10+) 

 

RHD Port    System Glitch   Time Needed (1D6) 

1 = Loose connection cable (MC5+) Interphase error (C5+)  1 = 1D6 rounds 

2 = Frayed connection cord (MC6+) Reinstall subroutine (C6+)  2 = 1D6 minutes 

3 = Settings must be recalibrated (C7+) Reset handshake (C7+)  3 = 1D6x5 minutes 

4 = Adjust connection nibs (C8+)  Reset interface protocols (C8+) 4 = 1D6x10 minutes 

5 = Memory circuit board  fried (E9+) Locked out; hack it (C9+)  5 = 1D6x20 minutes 

6 = Port fried; replace it* (C10+)  Reinstall system program (10+) 6 = 1D6x30 minutes 

M=mechanical, E=electrical, C=computer; *Roll 1D6: 1-4 = a part on board; 5-6 = part must be purchased. 
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The Engineer 

What does an engineer do besides push buttons, read dials, and then read a book?  Actually a 

good engineer is always busy.  Nobody but the engineering crew touches the ship’s drives.  Nobody.  

Well, you might bring in a machinist to fabricate a broken part, or an electrician to rewire a control panel, 

but you’re standing there, looking over his shoulder, making sure it’s done perfect.  Not right.  Perfect.   

Maneuver Drives – per Books 2 and 5 rules.  These are the drives that move the ship in normal 

space.  The size and capacity of these drives are determined by the ship design. 

Jump Drives – also per Books 2 and 5.  These drives move the ship through ‘jump,’ or 

hyperspace.  Without these drives it would take about 400 years at 1G to travel one parsec.   

Power Plant – also per Books 2 and 5.  The power plant gives the ship the power to run all 

electrical systems and engines.  The fusion power core cannot be turned off but the rest of the ship can be 

powered down by shutting off the switch at the main power panel. 

Backup Batteries – provide enough power to keep life support, computers, and sensors running 

for 1D3+4 days.  But weapons fire is not possible.  These batteries kick in at various times on any trip to 

help one system or another and must be recharged once every two weeks. 

Fuel – per books 2 and 5: the liquid hydrogen fuel used to power the fusion process of the power 

plant is required for the continued flow of power to all the ship’s systems.  Engineers must monitor fuel 

consumption levels and keep the captain informed as to current levels.   

 

Engineering Flight Routines 

Engineers must perform three tasks every flight: engine operation, monitoring engine 

performance, and routine maintenance.   

Engine Operation – Engine operation entails responding to commands given by the captain or 

pilot (listed in the Pilot Procedures section).  During flight he must start up specific engines and shut them 

off when called for. All engineering die rolls for flight procedures are 8+.  Failure means try again; time 

taken is 1D6 rounds.  If snake-eyes occurs roll on the Flight Penalties Chart below: 

Engine Performance – during both, jump and maneuver flight, the Engineer must make a routine 

die roll once per day.  A result of snake-eyes indicates a problem has occurred.  Roll 1D6 on the Engine 

Performance table below to determine what it is. 

Maintenance – Jump drives are maintained during maneuver flight and maneuver drives are 

maintained during jump flight and upon landing or docking.  Roll 8+ Engineering skill to perform 

maintenance on drives; time needed is 2D6 hours less Engineering skill with a 4 hour minimum.  Failure 

means that a complication has occurred and 1D6 hours are added to the time.  A die roll of SE indicates a 

problem has been found and a repair must be made.  Throw the maintenance roll again to repair the 

problem; time required is 2D6x3 hours (no DMs).   

Yearly Overhaul – once a year the ship’s drives must have a complete overhaul at an A or B 

class starport.  This overhaul takes two weeks and costs 10% of the ship’s original maneuver and jump 

drive costs. 

Combat Damage – engines are reduced by 1/4 power for light hits, 1/2 by moderate hits, and are 

dysfunctional on a severe hit.  Drives which are destroyed must be replaced entirely.  No ship system, 

including the guns can put out more power than the reduced power plant capacity (1/4 or 1/2).  If the 

power plant receives a critical hit the ship will explode.   

 

Engineering Technicians 

Oilers – Drive techs are sometimes called ‘grease monkeys’ or ‘drive lackeys,’ but they normally 

prefer the professional term ‘Oilers.’  This term comes from ancient times when professional oilers 

maintained heavy equipment on ships and construction sites.  In Traveller, they are technicians who work 

under the supervision of engineers.  On ships over 200 tons there should be at least one oiler on watch per 

engineer (they are counted as engineers for engineer requirement purposes).  They perform routine 

cleaning, oiling, fuel baffle transfers, and render minor assistance during repairs.  Player characters that 

do not have any ship skills may elect to become an oiler with the skill 0.  An Oiler 3
rd

 Class is 

traditionally referred to as a “Wiper,” 2
nd

 Class as a “Greaser,” and 1
st
 Class as an “Oiler.”   
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ENGINEER PROCEDURES 
 

Flight Penalties (for snake-eyes during Engine Operation die rolls) 

1D6: Penalty 

1 =  Reset power fuses 8+, 1D6 rounds (all items not functioning). 

2 =  Power reduction for 1D6 rounds (all items reduced to half power). 

3 =  Power reduction for 1 round (all items reduced to half). 

4 =  Reset fuses 8+, 1 round. 

5 =  Fuel baffle transfer required 5+, 1 round. 

6 =  Recover, try again. 

 

Engine Performance (for snake-eyes while monitoring engine performance 1D6).  Note: ignore SE results (except 

as a failure) unless noted otherwise: 

1 = Engine Overheating – (Eng) raise the coolant flow from the power containment system 7+; failure = engine 

will overheat in 1D6 rounds, one more chance to restore it, failure = 1D6: 1-5 = failsafe worked, no damage, restart 

the engine (5+); 6 = repairs required (parts are onboard): 7+, time needed 1D6hrs; failure = double repair time. 

2 = Engine Out of Sync – (ENG or JOT, DM: +1 if a JOT helps): fuel filters must be cleaned 5+; time needed 1D6 

minutes (no DM).  This can be done while engines are running.  Failure = go to #1; SE=go to #7. 

3 = Engine Sluggish – (1D6; Eng, JOT, or Oiler skill, DM: +1 if an Oiler or JOT helps): 

1-2 = Slow Fuel Flow Rate – fuel pump must be adjusted to raise fuel pressure 6+; failure = go to #7. 

3-4 = Fuel Line Clog – try increasing the fuel pressure to blow out the clog 7+; failure = clog remains, go 

to #7; SE = high pressure oil leak occurs (go to next line). 

5-6 = High Pressure Oil Leak – Jury-rig 8+; failure = engine must be stopped, fuel line disconnected and 

blown out with compressor, repaired, and reconnected, 8+; time needed = 1D6 hours (no DM). 

4 = Power Adjustment Required - (1D6; Elect, Eng, or JOT skill, DM: +1 if an Oiler or JOT helps): 

1 = Power Surge – too much power flow; an immediate adjustment is required 6+; time = 1D6 rounds;  

failure = go to #1. 

2 = Power Fluctuations – engine is running erratically 7+; time = 1D6 rounds; failure = go to #7. 

3 = Power Drop – Engine may stall; an immediate adjustment is required 8+; time = 1D6 rounds; failure =  

go to #7. 

4 = Power Coupling Failure – rig a bypass and switch power through it 9+; time = 2D6 rounds; failure = go  

to #7. 

5 = Reverse Power Coupling Polarized – engine stops working; replace the coupling 8+, time = 1D6 hours;  

fail= 2D6 hrs. 

6 = Fuses Blown – engine stalls; reset fuses 5+ and restart engine 6+; 1D6+1 rounds.  In jump, backup 

batteries keep engine running for 1D6 rounds; failure=engine stops; do maintenance repair and restart. 

5 = Fuel Transfer Required (1D6; Oiler, Eng, or JOT skill, DM: +1 if an Oiler or JOT helps): 

1-2 = Baffle Empty – a new baffle must be opened 5+, and close the old one 5+; time needed is 1D6  

rounds; failure = try again; SE = go to +1. 

3-4 = Bad Fuel Quality – fuel quality not up to par.  Engine runs badly but is otherwise ok; double flight  

time due to slow engine speed.  Very worried PCs will ask about the vibration. 

5-6 = Unexpected Fuel Level – the current fuel baffle drained too quickly.  A leak is found and ship has  

1D6 tons less fuel than previously thought.  The hole must be repaired from outside the ship by EVA 8+  

(Mechanical skill). 

6 = Engine Vibration – (1D6; Eng, or JOT skill, DM: +1 if a JOT helps): 

1-2 = Intense Vibration – turbo vanes need alignment; try to adjust 8+, time = 1D6 minutes; failure = turbo  

damaged; repair 7+, 1D6hrs (parts onboard); failure = time lost, try again; SE=system shuts down, go to #7. 

3-4 = Turbocharger needs Calibration – 11+; very annoying but otherwise harmless; however, the  

resulting sound is so frightening that no one believes you & you have to fix it before a general panic sets in 

(no pressure); retry once per hour.  The engine will continue running, badly. 

5-6 = Worn Bearings – bearings in a turbo vane have burned out and need to be replaced.  Roll 7+ to jury- 

rig it; otherwise shut down the engines and repair it, 7+; 1D6hrs; parts onboard. 

7 = Engine Stalling – (Eng, or JOT skill) the engine will stall completely in 1D6 rounds; try additional power (9+); 

failure = engine stops.  If the ship is in hyperspace it immediately pops back out into real space.  The Navigator must 

plot a new course to the destination (from scratch).  The second part of the jump can be made with the remaining on 

board jump fuel.  There is no star system nearby. 
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The Steward 
The ship’s steward has the most underrated yet highly important post on the ship.  It’s not a 

glamorous job, but except for the ship’s captain, the steward is the most responsible for the crew’s general 

outlook and attitude on any ship.  His responsibilities include keeping the ship’s accounts, purchasing 

supplies, performing payroll and cash dispersal, haggling with customs officials, conducting freight and 

passenger transactions, passenger care, cooking, cleaning, laundry, and just about anything else on the 

ship that no one wants to deal with.  On small freighters a steward might be required to take on two jobs, 

such as steward-medic, steward-loadmaster, or steward-gunner.  During jump the Loadmaster is expected 

to help the steward, especially for cleaning and breaking out provisions from the cargo hold when needed.  

Yes, underpaid and overworked, that’s the steward’s credo.  It takes intense pride and commitment to 

keep going, a steward’s main characteristics. 

Steward Skill – as defined in Book 1 includes cooking prepared meals, serving passengers and 

crew, laundering for passengers, and housekeeping of staterooms and common rooms.  Charisma is also a 

useful trait for stewards because they often need to influence passengers and customs officials in order to 

get them to cooperate or calm down, especially in times of emergency.  Administration skill is also 

needed by stewards; other handy skills included Trader, Broker, Streetwise, Forgery, and Bribery.  The 

steward player should keep a notebook listing the transactions and account balance.  He must keep the 

captain informed as to the balance. 

Shipboard Duties – Stewards are required to serve cooked meals and serve them to High 

Passengers and sometimes the crew (some Captains really like to eat).  Laundry and housekeeping also 

must be done daily.  Roll 8+ once per day for each task: cooking, serving, laundering, and housekeeping; 

success indicates satisfactory results; failure means less than satisfactory.  On snake-eye results a 

passenger has become very irate and the Steward must apply Passenger Care. 

Passenger Care – is performed by rolling 8+ using Charisma or Social Standing, whichever is 

higher.   Success indicates amends have been made, failure means a very ruffled passenger will debark.  

Snake-eyes results in a formal complaint made to the Starport Authority. 

 Starport Fees – whenever the ship makes port the steward must pay starport fees and purchase 

ship supplies.  Costs are listed below. 

Payroll – Stewards issue payment to crewmembers according to their position and licensing.  See 

the payscales on the following page. 

Licensing – crewmen are licensed by their Guild according to their skill: +1=3
rd

 class; +2=2
nd

 

class; +3=1
st
 class.  But regardless of skill they must pass a written test to achieve a specific grade of 

license.  Testing is performed at class A & B starports.  Roll 9+ (DM: skill level) once per week to pass 

the test.  Licensing, not skill, determines a crewman’s pay grade. 

 Cargo Contracts and Passenger Bookings – most commercial ships earn their money by 

hauling cargo and passengers to their destinations.  Starports have brokerage services on site.  Stewards 

go to the local center and check for cargos available and their intended destinations.  Once cargo is 

located and contracted, the Steward visits the passenger terminal to find passengers that are going to the 

ship’s destination.  See the Cargo and Passenger Tables below (from Book 2, page 11) for more 

information.  Normally, the Captain will do any speculative cargo buying.  As a bonus for working 

closely with starport personnel the Steward may receive 1-3 rumors. 

Routine Ship Life – in between the above chores the steward must oversee the life support, 

health, and comfort systems.  He also uses the domestic systems on a daily basis.  He or she will 

immediately notify a repair technician of any problems or potential problems.  The Steward is also in 

daily contact with the passengers.  Once per day make a Routine die roll.  If a snake eyes result occurs 

roll 1D6 on the Mishap chart below. 

Bribery – this skill is used as a DM when attempting to bribe someone, especially customs, 

security, parts suppliers, or cargo contractors.  To succeed, the steward must roll 8+ on 2D6 plus Bribery 

skill.  Add additional DMs per suitable size of the bribe up to +4.  If successful, the bribe was accepted 

and the desired result is achieved; if not, the steward is embarrassed or censured by the official.  Snake-

eyes means the official in question didn’t understand the bribe and acts as if nothing had occurred.  Roll 

only once per official per occurrence. 
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Steward Duties – roll once/day    Mishaps (once/daySE = 1D6)    

Cooking 8+     1 = 1 passenger sick, minor ailment, see medic.  

Serving 8+     2 = Food poisoning (as above); 1D3 dam   

Laundering 8+     3 = Life support system breakdown    

Passenger Care 8+    4 = Food spoilage – 1D6 x.25 tons, discard   

Housekeeping 8+     5 = Find stowaway (odd), unwanted critters (even)  

Routine Ship Life 3+    6 = Possible hi-jacking attempt (referee)   

 

Starport Fees 
Berthing Fees: Ports A/B/F 100cr/day; C/B/G/H Cr100/wk 

Refueling: unrefined Cr100/ton; refined Cr500/ton A/B/F 

Battery Recharging: Cr100 

Air unit recharging and filter replacements: 10Cr/ship tons 

Purchase Meals: Cr200/wk/person (.15 tons/each) 

Purchase Rations: Cr50/wk/person (.15 tons/each) 

   

Cargo Hauling Contracts - Roll 2D6 for # lots  Incidental Cargo 2D6 

available for shipment, (Book 2, p11).   D12 Type  Tons Fee 

Pop Major Minor Incid. Hauling Fees  1 Live pets  .75 50 

0 -- -- -- Major Cr1,000/ton 2 Valuables  1 100 

1 1D-4 1D-4 -- Minor Cr500/ton  3 Art objects  1.25 150 

2 1D-2 1D-1 -- Incidental Cr200/ton 4 Frozen/dried food 1.5 200  

3 1D-1 1D -- Mail Cr5k/ton*  5 Clothing  1.75 250 

4 1D 1D+1 -- Small package Cr500/ea 6 Liquors  2 300 

5 1D+1 1D+2 -- Special Package Cr1k/ea 7 Care packages  2.25 350 

6 1D+2 1D+3 1D-3 Purchase takes 2D6 hrs 8 Gifts   2.5 400 

7 1D+3 1D+4 1D-3    9 Entertainment  2.75 450 

8 1D+4 1D+5 1D-2    10 Medical  3 500  

9 1D+5 1D+6 1D-2    11 Personal mail  3.25 550 

A 1D+6 1D+7 1D    12 Mysterious  3.5 600 

DMs: World Pop 4-=-4;  8+=+1; red zone no cargo 

Amber zone no major cargo; TL add difference    

between destination and origin;*subsidized merchants  

 

Passenger Contracts - Roll 2D6 for # lots   Payscales for Ship Crews 

available for shipment, (Book 2, p11).  Position  3
rd

 Class  2
nd

 Class 1
st
 Class 

Pop High Middle Low Fees/each Skill Level: 1  2  3  

0 -- -- -- High single 10k Pilot  2,500  3,000  3,500 

1 -- 1D-2 2D-6 High double 8k Navigator 2,000  2,500  3,000 

2 1D-1D 1D 2D Middle single 8k Doctor  3,000  ------  ------ 

3 2D-2D 2D-1D 2D Middle double 5k Surgeon  4,000  ------  ------ 

4 2D-1D 2D-1D 3D-1D Low 1k  Engineer 1,500  2,000  2,500 

5 2D-1D 3D-2D 3D-1D   Able Starman 1,200  1,600  2,000 

6 3D-2D 3D-2D 3D   Ordinary Stmn 1,000  1,250  1,500 

7 3D-2D 3D-1D 3D   Deck Hand 500  800  1,000 

8 3D-1D 3D-1D 4D   Captains and First Mates are paid by profit shares, 10% and 5%. 

9 3D-1D 3D 5D   Able Starmen include stewards, boat pilots, commomen, 

A+ 3D 4D 6D    computermen, and nurses/medics. 

DMs: World Pop 4-=-3; 8+=+3; red zone -12 (no Ordinary Starmen include loadmasters, gunners, helmsmen, cooks, 

Middle or low; amber zone -6; add difference in  electricians, mechanics, and other repair specialties. 

TL between origin and destination   Deck hands (lubbers) include vehicle drivers, securitymen, oilers,  

missile loaders, hands for cleaning and cargo handling. 
      Crewmen may do 2 jobs at 50% additional pay for the 2nd position. 
      Supervisors of at least three other men receive cr500 additional 
       pay and rank of Chief (pursers, engineers , and gunners). 
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The Loadmaster 

Loadmasters are in charge of entrances and exits, air locks, vac suits, space walks, cargo stowing 

and unloading, consumables storage and delivery to pantries, ship refueling, and battery recharging.  On 

board ship they are in charge of cargo bays, vehicle stations, and boat docks.  Most tramp freighters, 

commercial liners, navy ships, and cargo shuttles will have at least one loadmaster on the crew.  In the 

Navy, however, a Crew Chief (gunner/mechanic) is assigned to each boat or fighter.  One unwritten 

expectation among merchant star crews is that a Loadmaster will also serve a mean shotgun (or other 

preferred weapon) when needed – gun combat and 0G Combat skills are a definite plus.  Marines often 

retire as loadmasters just to keep flying.   

Loadmaster skill may be taken in lieu of either Steward skill or Vac Suit skill; but as a 

prerequisite, the character must already have Vac Suit skill.  The character is skilled in all aspects of a 

ship’s Loadmaster position including operation of power loading equipment, cargo transfer and tie-down, 

fuel transfer, shuttle module transfer, and other EVAs.    

 

Loadmaster Sequences 

Planetside to Orbit Sequence – Before the ship can take off, the loadmaster must remove all 

chocks and tie downs or docking clamps, if any and close all ramps and doors.  If passengers or cargo are 

being brought to orbit by shuttle the loadmaster will assist in the space docking procedure.  Then he will 

give a hand in the transfer of cargo and passenger luggage and will make sure both are strapped down for 

take-off.   

Orbit to Planetside Sequence – Once the ship has landed the loadmaster must open ramps and 

doors and place chocks, tie downs, and docking clamps if required.  If passengers or cargo are being 

brought to planetside by shuttle the Loadmaster will assist in transfer of cargo and passengers and will 

make sure they are tied down or strapped in.  Then he or she will make sure all doors are closed before 

the shuttle takes off. 

General Quarters Sequence – During General Quarters (battle stations) the loadmaster is 

expected to open the ship’s locker and hand out vac suits.  He or she will help all those who need 

assistance to put on vac suits, especially passengers.  On a military ship the loadmasters help the powered 

armor and combat armor teams to suit up.  Once the alarm is over the loadmaster will clean and store all 

the vac suits and refill the oxygen tanks. 

Space Exit Sequence – Whenever anyone must exit the ship in a space suit the loadmaster suits up 

for an EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity).  When suiting up is completed the suits are checked for 

malfunctions (3+).  The loadmaster opens the airlock doors, and the EVA crew enters the airlock and 

closes the door.  Then the airlock is decompressed at the rate of about two tons of airlock per minute.  

Cargo and vehicular bays have larger exhaust equipment and will decompress at the rate of 10 tons per 

minute.  Once the airlock is decompressed the outer door is opened and the space walkers exit the ship. 

Space Entrance Sequence – The space entrance sequence is performed in reverse to the exit 

sequence.  First the outer door is opened and the space walkers enter the airlock.  Then the door is closed 

and the airlock is filled with air at the same rate as decompression.  Once the airlock is compressed the 

inner door is opened and the space walkers enter the ship.  Then the airlock door is closed; ready for the 

next usage.  The space walkers remove their suits and the loadmaster cleans and stores them. 

Vacuum Suit Maintenance – after each use vac suits must be cleaned before they can be reused.  

Standard prep takes thirty minutes per suit without making any repairs (8+).  Go through the check list in 

the procedures section to prep suits.  Snake-eyes will indicate that a malfunction has occurred.  Vac Suit-1 

skill is sufficient to repair all malfunctions on a space suit.  Tears in the fabric will take at least 10 

minutes per tear with a special fabric heat welder.  Severe reconditioning for suits used in hostile 

environments will take one hour per suit.   

Jump Flight – during the time spent in jump flight the loadmaster has many responsibilities.  He 

must clean and perform minor maintenance on the ship’s boat or vehicle, clean the interior of the ship’s 

boat or vehicle, clean the cargo bay, and clean the ship’s hallways and common rooms.  He must also help 

the steward, especially breaking-out, and keeping track of, supplies from the cargo hold. 
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Ship Replenishment Procedures 

 Fuel Transfer in Gravity – At Class A and Class B starports the port staff will refuel the ship.  

But at class C &D ports the loadmaster must hook-up the refueling hoses and monitor the refueling 

process.  Fuel is transferred at 10 tons per hour, so a 40-ton fuel tank of a scout ship will take four hours 

to fill.  When refueling is complete the loadmaster will detach and coil up the hoses. 

Fuel Transfer in Space – if the ship is being refueled from another ship or space station the 

loadmaster will operate a refueling boom or a receptor cone.  Roll 9+ to successfully connect to the 

station or ship’s refueling boom or receptor cone.  Each try takes 1D6 minutes.  Success means that the 

hook-up has been achieved and fuel will be transferred to the ship at the rate of 10 tons per hour.   

 Fuel Transfer by Skimming a Gas Giant – ships that are streamlined or semi-streamlined and 

have fuel scoops can skim gas giants by entering their atmospheres and keeping a specific altitude while 

collecting fuel.  Fuel scoops and refiners will process 10 percent of the ship’s tonnage per hour, i.e., a 200 

ton ship will scoop 20 tons of fuel per hour.  During this process the loadmaster operates the ship’s gas 

refiner module, if one is available.  Refiners are sized to process fuel at the same rate as scoop or hose 

intake.  The Loadmaster makes a routine die roll per hour to assure smooth processing. 

Fuel Transfer by Skimming a Planetary Water Source – this procedure means that the loadmaster 

must drop a hose into the water while the ship or a shuttle hovers a few feet above the surface.  All the 

conditions of refueling and potential breakdowns are the same as in gas giant skimming above. 

Fuel Transfer by Shuttle – unstreamlined ships must refuel using 50T cutters with fuel modules.  

The process is similar to above with the shuttle making 30 minute trips to bring 28 tons of fuel per trip. 

Battery Recharging – the ship’s backup life support batteries must be recharged every two weeks 

(14 days).  The loadmaster must attach a power line to an outlet on the exterior of the ship (3+).  If the 

ship is at a space station a cable can be run through the airlock to the interior of the ship and plugged in at 

the engineering section.  Recharging time takes three hours.  After completion the loadmaster must roll up 

and coil the power line.  The backup batteries are located in the engineering section. 

 

Cargo Transfer 

Stevedores from the local shipping houses will deliver the cargo to the ship’s docking pad.  At A 

& B class ports the stevedores will load it onto the ship.  At C or D ports they will drop the load outside 

the ship.  In either case the loadmaster must lower the ramps and break out the ship’s power loader, or 

rent one.  He must place the cargo in its desired location, making the best use of available storage space.  

Loading cargo takes a die roll of 7+ on 2D6 plus skill for every ten tons of cargo loaded.  If the cargo is 

crated there will be a certain amount of wasted space and if not there will be even more.  Use the chart in 

the procedures section to determine how much wasted space there is. 

 Loading Times – Crated cargo can be loaded at a rate of 10 minutes per ton while uncrated cargo 

takes 30 minutes per ton.  The loadmaster must strap down the cargo so it won’t shift during flight.  Also 

all the rations and drinks must be loaded onboard at a rate of 3 hours per ton.  As a bonus for working 

closely with the local stevedores the loadmaster may receive 1-3 rumors from them.  

 Power Loading Equipment –At A & B ports cargo is normally transported from the brokerage 

houses with grav cargo skiffs.  They can carry up to one large 8-12 ton container and have a ramp or 

small crane for loading and unloading.  Larger skiffs may carry two or three containers.  Then cargo is 

loaded into ships using the powered equipment listed below.  At C & D ports, cargo skiffs may not be 

available, and the loading equipment may have to make longer trips to the storage sheds.  There are 

several common loading modules in use (requiring Power Equipment skill to operate).   

 

Equipment Type  TL Load Lift Cost Rent Time Charge Notes 

Pallet Jack Grav 8 .25T 4-6cm 3k 30/dy 8hrs 6hrs stores on wall rack 

Power Walker Mech 11 .25T 2m 60k 200/dy 10hrs 6hrs similar tech to BD* 

Skid Loader Grav 8 3T 2m 500k 2k/dy 8hrs 12hrs modified air raft 

Power Loader Grav 10 4T 2m 750k 8k/dy 72 12hrs larger version raft 

*this is essentially the powered frame of battle dress without the skin (armor). 
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LOADMASTER PROCEDURES 

 

General Quarters    All Clear 

Breakout weapons and medpacs    Stow weapons and medacs 5+   

 

EVA Exit Sequence  EVA Entrance Sequence  EVA Maneuvers 

Suit up (7+ vac skill)  Outer door open (3+)  Vac maneuvers (7+); failure = spin 

Decompress airlock (6+)  Outer door close (3+)  Stabilize (9+); 1 try per action 

Suit check (8+ vac skill)  Compress airlock (3+)  SE = suit malfunction 

Inner door open (3+)  Inner door open (3+)  Patch suit (on another person 9+); 1 try 

Inner door close (3+)  Inner door close (3+)  Patch good for 15min, ea min 1D6 ‘6’ = fail 

Decompression (3+)  De-suit (6+ vac skill)  Inflate rescue ball (on another person 8+) 

Outer door open (3+)  Stow suit (4+)   Inflate rescue ball (on self 9+) 

Outer door close (3+)  Clean suit (7+)   Good for 8 hours 

 

Planetside to Orbit Sequence   Orbit to Planetside Sequence 
Close all ramps and doors    Open all exit doors and ramps 

 

Ground Refueling Sequence   Battery Recharging Sequence 
Hook-up hoses      Attach power cable 

Refuel time: 10T/hr    Recharge time 3 hrs 

Detach hoses     Detach power cable 

       

Cargo Stowing Sequence    Vac Suit Maintenance 
Lower ramps/open doors    Water bottle refill (3+ - 5 minutes) 

Break out loading equipment   Urine pouch disposal and replace (3+ - 5 minutes) 

Load cargo (roll 8+ per 10 tons cargo)  Air tank refill (8+ - 10 minutes    

Crated cargo loading time 10 min/ton  Regulator cleanout & test (8+ - 2 minutes) 

Uncrated cargo loading time 30 min/ton  Radio check (7+ - 1 minute) 

W/o Mech loader: 1 hr/ton    Lights battery recharge (3+ - half hour) 

2D6 Crated Cargo Uncrated Cargo  Heater battery recharge (3+ - 20 minutes) 

6+ 9% waste 25% waste  Suit general cleaning (7+ - 5 minutes) 

7+ 8% waste 17% waste  Helmet cleaning (7+ - 2 minutes) 

8+ 7% waste 13% waste  Helmet cleaning barf (9+ - 15 minutes 

9+ 6% waste 9% waste  Patch holes in suit (8+ - 10 minutes w special heat welder) 

10+ 5% waste 5% waste  Suit severe conditioning for tainted atmos (8+ - 20 min) 

Strap down cargo – 2D6 minutes   Set tanks in rack for stowing (7+ - 5 minutes) 

Stowing meals – 3 hrs/ton    (about 30 minutes per suit; 1.5hr for tainted atmo repair) 

Bonus: 1D3 rumors from stevedores   

 

Vac Suit Emergency (1D6) Malfunction (1D6)      

1 = Tear suit (metal or meteorite) 1 = Air regulator not working (mechanical  9+) 

2 = Suit malfunction  2 = Oxygen valve not working; 10+1D10 minutes left; (mech 8+) 

3 = Suit malfunction  3 = Lights broken, change broken bulb or reset fuse (electronics 5+) 

4 = Suit malfunction  4 = Radio broken; must fix in shop (electronics 9+) 

5 = Suit malfunction  5 = Heater broken; must fix in shop (electronics7+ & mechanical 7+) 

6 = Recover; try again  6 = PLSS rack is loose (mechanical 5+) 

 

Shipboard Duties  Space Fuel Transfer (7+); SE = 1D6: 

Clean ship’s boat/vehicle  1 = Boom nozzle damaged, must replace by EVA (Mech/JOT skill 9+) 

Maintain Ship’s boat/vehicle 2 = Boom hose damaged, must repair by EVA (Mech/JOT skill 8+) 

Clean boat deck/vehicle deck 3 = Receptor cone damaged, must repair by EVA (Mech/JOT skill 7+) 

Clean cargo bay and hallways 4 = Receptor valve damaged, must repair by EVA (Mech/JOT skill 8+) 

Maintain cargo loading equip 5 = Reboot control panel, interior damage (Elect skill 7+, 1D6m) 

SE = some type of malfunction 6 = Recover, try again. 

 

Gas Giant Refueling – ship refiner equipment (3+); SE = 30 min lost.  By shuttle (3+); SE = 10-30 min lost. 
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The Repair Technician 
 Fix this, fix that.  That’s all you hear, day in, day out; because it doesn’t matter when something 

breaks, it has to be fixed now.  And no one ever mentions that things are functioning smoothly.  They just 

take it for granted.  But that’s your job – the problem man.  There are many technical functions required 

on board a space ship.  You can’t always drive in to the nearest station and have the space dock grease 

monkeys take over.  On a large ship, technicians will have specific duties and titles like: Mechanic, 

Machinist, HVAC Man, Electrician, etc.  But on a freighter, they’re lucky there’s even one of you around 

to do all those jobs and your title is Repair Tech.  Mechanics maintain and repair vehicles, machinists 

fabricate new metal parts, HVAC men maintain life support systems, electricians repair electrical lines 

(high voltage), electronics techs fix circuits in equipment (low voltage), armament men repair weapons 

and defense systems.  These are just general categories.   

 

Maintenance Procedure 

Maintenance – ship equipment must be maintained regularly.  Every day in Jump choose 1 

system and roll 8+ Tech skill to perform maintenance equipment; time needed is 2D6 hours less Tech 

skill with a 4 hour minimum.  Failure means that 1D6x.5 hours are added to the time.  A die roll of snake-

eyes indicates a problem has been found and a repair must also be made.   

Repair – Throw the maintenance roll again to repair the problem; the time required to fix it is 

2D6x3hours (no DMs).  Failure doubles the time needed and snake-eyes means that a part must be 

fabricated or purchased.  Systems that require maintenance are listed below.  Roll which component.  

Hull repairs take 1 hour each. 

Fabricating Parts – roll 2D6 8+ less Tech skill again to assemble a needed component from scrap 

parts onboard the ship.  Failure at this point indicates that the part cannot be made onboard ship and must 

be purchased.  Ignore snake-eyes except as a failure. 

Buying Parts – sounds like a trip to an A or B Class starport is in order.  Hopefully, they have the 

part…. 

Jury-rigging – in an emergency, a broken item may be repaired on a temporary basis by a person 

who has Jack-of-all-Trades skill by rolling 1D6 on the chart below to determine if jury-rigging is even 

possible.  If it is, the PC must make a die roll with 2D6 plus JOT skill to repair it temporarily.  The 

attempt may take several combat rounds to complete.  Once the component is working again, a die roll of 

2D6 plus JOT skill must be made every 1D6 rounds to see if the part keeps working.  If not, try to get it 

going again.  At some point, the referee may have to decide that the item is too far gone to revive. 

 

Tools 
A repair tech needs a good set of tools; from Book 3, page 18, and JTAS 4, page 35 “Torches and 

Welding Equipment” plus inspiration. 

 
Tools   TL Wt Cost Notes       

Acetylene torch  6 3kg 150 3D damage; close range 

Acet./Oxy. Tank refills 6 -- 50 1 liter tank, 20-30 minutes 

Large Tanks  6 5kg 100 includes regulator 

Laser welder  8 20kg 6000 welder size: 1m x .75m x .75m; power duration: 100 minutes 

      standard use, 25 intense use, 6 hrs to recharge 

Leads   6 5kg 50 25’ (7.5m) cables, can be clipped together 

Rods, pack of  6 .05kg 25 50 rods in a pack 

Portable laser welder 9 8kg 4000 1250mm long; 25 minutes 

Power pack  9 3kg 1000 6 hours to recharge 

Welding goggles  6 .1kg 25 w face and head shield 

Leather shoulder cape 6 .5kg 100 covers shoulders and upper arms and torso 

Chop saw  6 2kg 300 cuts metal tubing; 2 hours; 3 hours to recharge 

Chopsaw blades  6 .1kg 50 12” (900cm) blades 

Grinder    6 .5kg 250 cuts metal tubing and sheetmetal; grinds jagged edges down 

Grinder blades  6 .05kg 10 4” (100cm) blades 
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Tools   TL Wt Cost Notes       

Metalwork tool set 5 10kg 500 holds torch, small tanks, and small tools 

Mechanical tool set 5 20kg 1000 for repairing vehicle engines and mechanical devices 

Electrical tool set  6 20kg 1500 for repairing high voltage electrical circuits and panels 

Electronics tool set 7 10kg 2000 for repairing low voltage electronics circuitry 

Machine shop  9 --- 20000 requires 6-10 tons of space for workshop. 

 

System Maintenance 

Die Domestic  Life Support  Avionics   Sensors 

1 =  Coffee pot (E)  Air compressor (M) Left bank (M)  Active sensor unit (E) 

2 =  Holo screen (E)  Elect line (E)  Right bank (M)  Active sensor array (M) 

3 =  Food freezer (M)  Deck gravity (M)  Deceleration (M)  Radio transceiver (M) 

4 =  Food dispenser (M) HVAC (M)  Acceleration (M)  Radio unit (E) 

5 =  Fresher*   Lights (E)  Ascent (M)  Passive sensor array (M) 

6 =  Intercom (E)  Controls (E)  Descent (M)  Passive sensor unit (E) 

 

Die Vehicle   Ships Boat  **Veh/Boat Cabin *Fresher 

1 =  Power plant (M)  Power plant (M)  Controls (E)  Toilet (EM) 

2 =  Man. drive (M)  Engine (M)  Sensor unit (E)  Sink (EM) 

3 =  Weaponry (EM)  Weaponry (EM)  Sensor array (M)  Laundry (EM) 

4 =  Hold (hull) (M)  Hold (hull) (M)  Life support (M)  Mirror (EM) 

5 =  Fuel tank (M)  Fuel tank (M)  Fire control (E)  Shower (EM) 

6 =  Crew cabin**  Crew cabin*  Computer (E)  Door (EM) 

(E = Electronics skill; M = Mechanical skill); Weaponry can also be repaired using Armorer skill. 

 

Jury Rig (JOT skill)  

 Jury rig  Repair  Continue 

Die Possibility Req#/Time Working  

1 =  No  NA/NA  NA  

2 =  No  NA/NA  NA  

3 =  Yes   9+/2D6r  7+  

4 =  Yes   8+/2D6r  6+  

5 =  Yes   7+/1D6r  5+  

6 =  Yes   6+/1-2r  4+  
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The Medic 

 Medical skill is used in the treatment of wounds and disease in sentient beings.  This skill is 

described in the Skills Section of Book I Characters and Combat, page 20.  Medical characters can be 

generated using Supplement 4 – Citizens of the Imperium or JTAS #22.  Consider a skill of medical-1 to 

be an EMT (First Aid) referred to as a Medic; and characters of medical-2 to be Nurses; and medical-3 or 

higher to be a Doctor.  Doctors with a Dexterity of 8+ can be Surgeons.  When using JTAS #22 consider 

Doctors of medic-1 to be students, medic-2 to be interns, and medic-3+ to be doctors.  When dealing with 

sentient alien life forms doctors work at a -1 DM.  Biologists can administer to non-sentient life forms.  

Wounding and first aid treatment are discussed in the Combat Section. 

Surgery – Moderate and Severe wounds require surgery, which must be performed by a doctor 

with a minimum skill of 3.  A die roll of 9+ is required for successful surgery on a moderate wound and 

10+ on a severe wound.  Surgery DMs depend on the tech level of the hospital or sick bay, and the 

surgeon’s skill, and +1 if a nurse is assisting.  Successful surgery allows the patient to heal properly (go to 

Convalescence below).  Failure indicates an impaired recovery.  SE indicates the patient has died during 

the operation.  Without surgery the patient will heal, but will have an impaired recovery.   

 Convalescence – convalescence requires a Nurse skill in a hospital setting.  A doctor will suffice 

at -1 skill.  Severely wounded patients need intensive care until their wounds are reduced to moderate.  

Roll once for each patient: 5+, 7+, or 9+, depending on the severity of the wound (see chart below).  

Success means the patient heals at the successful rate; failure means the patient heals at the slower rate.  A 

result of snake-eyes indicates that a relapse has occurred and the patient adds 3 wound points.  If a patient 

goes to 21 points he or she dies.  A patient that does not receive treatment will heal at the failed rate. 

 Impaired Recovery – characters that received an impaired recovery result suffer 2D points of 

permanent physical damage.  These points may be distributed in any manner among the first three 

characteristics.  Reduce the character’s permanent stats and continue the healing process. 

Costs – Surgery for a moderate wound costs 1D6x500 credits while surgery for a severe wound 

costs 2D6x1000 credits.  Outpatient treatment for light wounds costs 2D6x10 credits.  Intensive care, for 

severely wounded patients costs 500 credits per day.  Patients are released from intensive care when their 

damage is reduced to moderate levels.  Home care by a nurse for moderate wounds costs cr50/day. 

 Disease – is just as much of a problem in the Traveller world as in any world.  This information 

was interpreted from JTAS#13, Disease in Traveller, page 16.  To determine if a character has contracted 

a disease (when exposed to one) roll 2D6 and add the character’s Constitution DM.  Die rolls of 11+ 

indicate the disease was not contracted. 

Disease Damage - To determine how badly the disease has progressed, reference the roll above 

on the Disease Damage Table.  This table indicates the degree of illness and the number of damage dice 

that must be rolled: 7+ points = disabled, 14+ points = coma, and 21+ points = death after 1D6 days.  

Then roll 1D6 on the Disease Location table for the affected body system. 

 Disease Treatment – Disease can only be treated by proper medication and rest.  The Doctor 

must review the patient’s symptoms and prescribe a medication.  See the Drug List and choose a remedy 

and apply DMs for the specific drug administered.  Roll 8+ (reduced by medical skill) on 2D; failure = 

unknown disease and the patient cannot begin healing until the cause is identified (see the Disease 

Identification Procedures below); success = the patient may begin healing.  Refer to the Disease 

Treatment Table to determine recovery time.  If snake-eyes are rolled the patient has died unexpectedly.   

Minor Ailments (medic or nurse) Once a day the Ship’s Medic should have each player make a 

routine 2D6 die roll.  On a die result of snake-eyes that character has a minor ailment.  Roll 2D6 on one of 

the Tables below to determine exactly what the problem is.  Minor ailments are not as debilitating as 

disease and will only cause 1D3 damage points to a character.  Treatment can be performed by a Medic-1 

or better by rolling 2D6 8+ for success; if failure, try again, 3 days lost.  A result of snake-eyes indicates 

that the patient has contracted a genuine disease.  Patients pay Cr20 plus cost of the medicine. 

Low Passage Passengers - If the ship is required to freeze and thaw low passengers the ship’s 

medic is required to perform the procedure.  The basic die roll is 8+ on 2D6 plus medic skill (any first aid, 

nurse or doctor skill will do).  If the passenger’s Endurance is 6 or less add -1 to the die roll.  On any 

result less than ‘6’ the passenger dies (Bk1). 
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Disease Identification Procedures – Tests must be run to identify the specific disease and a 

proper cure must be prescribed.  Successful maneuvers in each step require a 2D die roll 8+, (DMs: 

Medical skill). 

Step One – Obtain Samples (Medic, Nurse, Physician, or Biologist) – samples must be collected 

before tests can be run.  Samples may be in the form of blood, urine, feces, mucous swabs, and tissue 

biopsies.  Collecting a sample takes 1D6 minutes not counting travel to and from  the patient’s location.  

If collection is successful; 2D6 sample units have been attained; move on to Running Tests.  If collection 

failed; try again; time lost.  On a snake-eyes result roll 1D6: 1-2= field accident (collector exposed to 

disease); 3-5= sample ruined; must obtain another; 6= recover, roll again.   

Step Two – Run Tests (Physician, or Biologist).  Three successful tests must be run to obtain 

satisfactory results.  Each test attempt takes one hour.  If 3 tests are successful, move on to Prescribing a 

Cure.  If the test is failed; try again, time is lost.  On an unmodified result of ‘2’ roll 1D6: 1-2= lab 

accident (tester roll for infection with a close confinement +3 DM); 3-5= sample unit ruined, must use 

another; 6= recover, try again.   

Step Three – Prescribe a Cure (Physician, or Biologist).  Time required is 1D x .25 hours.  If 

successful, disease has been treated, the remedy has been administered, and patient begins recovery.  If 

the die roll fails, try again, the time is lost.  On snake-eyes roll 1D6: 1= disease is unidentifiable and the 

patient has an impaired recovery; 2= Lab error, start all over from Step One; 3= physician error, patient 

now has a new problem (+3 damage points from side effects); 4-5= the diagnosis is OK but 1D6 extra 

hours are required for the pharmacy to acquire the correct prescription.    

 
Hospital/Sick Bay Equipment 

Type   TL Wt/kg Cost/Cr  Notes        

Anesthesiology Module 12 8 3000  monitors patient’s life signs while automatically  

adjusting dosage (anesthetist not needed) 

Dental Surgery Kit 10 3 8000  surgery tools and supplies for dental work; includes  

jaw/teeth scanning apparatus 

Dermastitch Wand 10 1 4000  bio welds skin lesions & ligaments together; binds  

with a syntheskin layer that facilitates healing 

Drugs/Ointment Pack 11 5 2500  complete remedies for minor ailments 

Diagnostic Scanner 11 1.5 2000  as above with full medical reference computer (Med- 

2/Comp-1) 

Diagnostic Scanner 13 15 5000  scanner is placed over gurney; reads various life 

       systems with touch of a button; with full medical  

reference computer (Med-3/Comp-1) 

Inoculator  8 .5 750  general purpose, self-sterilizing, inoculation device  

utilizing disposable capsules containing medication 

Lab Kit   10 12 8000  allows testing of patient samples (blood, tissue, urine,  

feces, etc.) for diagnosis of disease including analysis 

of patient’s genetics; includes electron microscope 

Lab Kit   13 20 15000  allows testing of patient samples (blood, tissue, urine,  

feces, etc.) for diagnosis of disease including analysis 

of patient’s genetics and formation of designer 

viruses to manipulate patient DNA/RNA to treat 

diseases of that nature; includes electron microscope 

Life Monitor  7 6 2500  monitors major vital signs of patients in intensive  

care: heart/pulse, respiratory, neural, etc. 

Life Monitor  10 3 6500  as above for up to four patients in surgery or  

intensive care 

Positive Pressure Suit 6 5 700  disease contamination protective suit (expos. DM -1) 

Positive Pressure Suit 8 5 1500  disease contamination protective suit (expos. DM -3) 

Positive Pressure Suit 12 6 2500  disease contamination protective suit 100% effective 

Surgical Kit  7 10 1000  instruments, supplies, autoclave 

Surgical Kit  12 10 2400  instruments, supplies, surgical computer, autoclave 
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES 
Wounds       Contract Disease/Effect (2D6 + Constitution) 

Points  Degree Effect  DM  Die  Effect   Damage 

1-3 pts   scratch no effect  --  11-12 =   No Effect  ----- 

4-6 pts   light dazed  -1   8-10 =   Mild Illness  1D6 

7-13 pts   mod. incapacitated -2  5-7 =   Moderate Illness  2D6 

14-20 pts  severe unconscious -4  3-4 =   Severe Illness  3D6 

21+ pts  killed or died of shock --  2 =   Very Severe (coma) 4D6 

Dazed 1 round, move and defend only;    DMs: Ex-scout +1, Inoculated +1 
Incapacitated 1D6 minutes; Resist incap End 8+; 

Unconscious 2D6 minutes.     Disease Location (1D6) 

       1 = Respiratory tract 2-3 = Gastrointestinal tract 

First Aid Treatment: (2D6 +First aid skill)   4 = Neurological system   5 = skin 

Status Cause        Treatment Time   6 = muscular system 

Scratch 1-2 points 6+  1D3 rounds  DM: -2 if mild illness; -1 if moderate 

Light 3-6 points 7+  1D3+3 rounds 

Mod 7-13 points 8+  1D6 minutes  Disease Treatment Recovery Times 

Severe 14-20 points 9+  1D6x5 minutes  Damage Condition Recovery Time 

Stasis Bag  8+ 1D3+3 rounds  1-6 pts Ambulatory 1D6 days 

Fail=time lost; SE=shock +1D6 pts; BC=time halved 7-13 pts Disabled  2D6 days (no rest +2D) 

       14+ pts Coma 1D6 days inten. care; 3D6 overall 

Wound Deterioration: (if no first aid, roll Const. skill) Roll 7+ Endurance/week; fail=+1point damage &  

Status  Delay  Damage  Req# +1week recovery; SE=unexpected death 

Light  30 min  1-2  7+  

Moderate 15 min  1D6  8+ Drugs (only available on a 2D6 die roll of 8+) 

Severe  5 min  1D6  9+ Vaccines for inoculation against disease +1; Cr20/ea 

SE=double damage; BC = 1D6 pts less (mod & sev)  Antitoxins work against poisons +2; Cr20/ea 

       Antibiotics resistance +2/recovery ½ time +2;Cr50/ea 

Wound Surgery Treatment:    Metabolics resistance +4/recovery ½ time;Cr1k/ea 

Status  Cause  Surgery Time   

Moderate 7-13 points 9+ 1D6x.5hrs Shipboard Minor Ailments 

Severe  14-20 points 10+ 2D6 hours 2D6 Ailment  Remedy 

DMs: Surgeon’s skill, +1 attending nurse,   2 = Toothache Localized painkiller Cr5  

TL 14+=+2, TL 12+=+1, TL 6 or less -1, TL 5 or less -2 3 =  Athlete’s foot Ointment Cr8 

SE = death of patient     4 =  Flue  Flue medication Cr12 

       5 =  Fatigue  Mild sedative Cr6 

Convalescence Treatment: (2D6 + Nurse skill)  6 =  Indigestion Liquid medication Cr9 

Status  Nurse Success       Fail   7 =  Hay fever Antihistamine Cr6 

Scratch/Light 5+ 1pt/dy       1pt/2dys  8 =  Headache Painkiller Cr10 

Moderate 7+ 3pt/wk       2pt/wk  9 =  Muscle cramp Ointment Cr7  

Severe  9+ 6pt/mo       3pt/mo  10 =  Common cold Cold medicine Cr14 

SE = +3 points to patient     11 =  Heartburn Liquid antacid Cr11 

       12 =  Arthritis  Joint Reliever Pill Cr18 

Treatment Costs  
Doctor’s visit 20cr – outpatient treatment 2D6 x 10cr  Planetside Minor Ailments 

Surgery moderate wound – 1D6 x 500cr   2D6 Ailment  Remedy 

Surgery severe wound – 2D6 x 1000cr   2 =  Venemous bite 3D6 dam; antidote Cr25 

Intensive care 500cr/day 1D-3 days after surgery  3 =  Poison ivy Ointment Cr8 

Hospital care 100cr/day; home care Cr50   4 =  Flue  Flue medication Cr12 

       5 =  Fleas/ticks Topical ointment Cr8 

Contract Disease DMs (2D6 4-):    6 =  Muscle cramp Ointment Cr7 

Ex-scouts = +1  World TL 8-11 = +1  7 =  Hay fever Antihistamine Cr6 

If inoculated = +1 World TL 5-7 = 0   8 =  Blisters  Lance and ointment Cr7 

In epidemic area = -2 World TL 4 = -1   9 =  Muscle cramp Ointment Cr7 

Close confinement = -3 World TL 0-3 = -2  10 =  Common cold Cold medicine Cr14 

Medics – skill +1  Nurses – skill +2   11 =  Bug-bites Topical ointment Cr8 

World TL 12+ = +2 Tainted atmo +1   12 =  Serious bug-bite 2D6 dam; antidote Cr25 
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The Gunner 
Gunnery Actions – (Gunnery skill) Gunnery includes all the following actions. 

Beam Fire – to fire beam weaponry, including pulse and beam lasers, plasma and fusion guns, 

and charged particle beam accelerators.   

Beam Targeting – locks lasers onto target; allows the gunner a -2 DM to the hit number; can only 

be used when trailing an opponent. 

Missile Launch – allows the gunner to launch missiles and canisters; only one missile, sand 

canister, or chaff canister per tube can be launched in one turn.  Once fired, the gunner can guide the 

missile to the target or may lock the missile onto the target and thereby is free to do other things (such as 

reloading).   

Missile Lock – allows a gunner to lock a missile onto its target.  This action can be done from the 

bridge or a special missile control station.  The gunner must roll 9+ on 2D6 plus Computer skill to lock 

the missile.  Then the gunner is free to do other things. 

Gunnery Bonuses and Penalties – on a result of ‘12’ roll for possible Gunner skill improvement.  

When snake eyes is rolled the gunner must roll 1D6 on the appropriate chart below.   

 Offensive Weaponry –  On ships that are 100 tons, they may be any combination of lasers, 

missiles, or sand, i.e., a triple turret may have one beam weapon, one missile tube, and one canister 

launcher.  On ships less than 100 tons no turret is installed but up to three weapons can be fixed to the 

hull in racks (missile or sand tubes) or light (laser or pulse beam) fixed barrels.  On ships greater than one 

hundred tons turret weaponry cannot be mixed on a single turret except missiles and sand since the launch 

mechanisms are the same.  Ship’s turrets and guns have a standard armor of 7R when hit.     

Beam Weapons – there are five categories of beam weapons that can be classed as light, medium 

or heavy; laser and pulse beams are light; plasma and fusion beams are medium; and charged particle 

accelerators are heavy.  Light beams may have 1-3 barrels per turret; medium may have 1-2, and particle 

beams can have only one.  Each additional barrel gives +1D damage.  Light beams can be installed in 

one-ton turrets; medium in two-ton, and heavy in 3-ton turrets or a 5-ton barbette.  Barbettes do not have 

pivoting capability and the guns may only fire in a 45 degree arc.  Light beams, missiles, and canisters are 

available to the general public.  Merchants and people of influence may be allowed to install medium 

beams for a hefty fee.  Particle Beams ignore sand and cause radiation damage (3D).  All beam weapons 

have a range limit of 6 hexes (30,000km). 

 Missiles – the standard missiles commonly available on the weapons market are 6G acceleration 

(see “Mayday”), with a homing guidance system, and contact detonation, costing Cr5,600.  The same 

model with a proximity fuse costs Cr6,500.  Proximity missiles do 11D damage; contact missiles do 12D; 

and tactical nuclear missiles do 13D plus 3D radiation damage on personnel and electronic equipment.  

Missiles guided by a gunner have an extreme range of 6 hexes (30,000km); those guided from the ship’s 

bridge or tactical center have a 12 hex limit (60,000km).  Missiles may be guided further (24 hexes) if a 

Forward Observer is available.  Use Forward Observer skill, not the gunner’s skill.  Guided missiles will 

self-detonate once they have passed out of range. 

 Defensive Measures  
Anti-missile Fire – gunners can perform anti-missile fire during their regular turn at any time 

during the Beam Fire phase, or, it can be initiated by the computer in the Return Fire Phase. 

ECM – the ship’s commo tech may use the ship’s sensors to activate an electronic 

countermeasures program described in the Commo Section. 

 Sand Canisters – these are filled with a form of synthetic laser resisting particles of ablat which 

deteriorate the effectiveness of laser fire.  The sand deploys in a cloud around the hull of the ship creating 

a defensive perimeter.  This cloud stays in place in the ship’s exterior gravity field until the ship turns 

from its current vector.  Add three points to the enemy ship’s laser fire hit number after canister has been 

deployed.  Firing additional canisters does not add any more defensive points, but one canister is required 

for every 1,000 tons of ship’s displacement to be effective.  Each gun barrel holds three canisters in a 

belt-fed chamber so the gunner can fire three canisters per barrel before he has to reload.  It takes a 

gunner one round to reload one canister.  This reloading time can be avoided by having another person 

reload while the gunner fires (same as in missiles).  Canisters cost Cr1,200/each . 
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GUNNERY PROCEDURES 

 

Action   Req#  Effect      

Beam Fire  ---  to fire guns; required number by range 

Beam Targeting  ---  locks lasers onto target; +4 to hit 

Missile Launch  5+  to launch missiles 

Missile Lock  8+  locks missiles onto target; missiles will hit 

 

Beam Gunner SE Penalties   Missile Gunner Penalties SE 
1 = burnout; roll malfunction damage*  1 = explosion; tube ruined; gunner hit by 4D 

2 = overload; reset fuses in 1D6 actions  2 = burnout; roll malfunction damage* 

3 = overload; fire control damaged; -1 all shots 3 = dud missile, 2 full rounds to remove 

4 = lose target; try again next turn   4 = misfire, missiles veer off and self-implode 

5 = disoriented; fire wildly (no hits)   5 = missiles fail to launch; try again next round 

6 = recover; try again    6 = recover; try again 

*roll for malfunctioning item on the diagnostic computer below.   

 

Weapon Maintenance – Regular maintenance must be performed on guns after each use.  Roll 3+ on each turret.  

Roll 1D6 x .5 hours of maintenance for each.  SE = a problem is found.  If a problem is found run the diagnostics 

program on the computer below to determine which part needs work, and which skill is needed to fix it. 

 

Gunnery Computer Diagnostic Program (Armament or Computer skill) 

For Random malfunctions roll 1D6 to determine which part needs work. 

Die Lasers    Missiles    Sand    

1 =  Power Line (E)   Power Line (E)   Power Line (E) 

2 =  Fire Actuator (M)   Launch Actuator (M)  Launch Actuator (M) 

3 =  Barrel Alignment (M)  Rack Alignment (M)  Rack Alignment (M) 

4 =  Fire Control (E)   Fire Control (E)   Fire Control (E) 

5 =  Flass Suppressor (M)  Guidance System   Faulty Canister (M) 

6 =  Cooling Sleeve (M)  Faulty Missile loaded (M)  Faulty Canister loaded (M) 

Armorers may be assisted by related skills: E = Electronics; M = Mechanical. 

 

Malfunction Damage – Identify item damaged on 1D6.  Repairs 8+ on 2D+ appropriate skill; time to repair 1D6 

hours.  Success = repair completed; if failure time doubled; SE part must be purchased or manufactured; BC time 

halved.  Parts can only be fabricated by a mechanic in a machine shop. 

 

Combat Damage – repair roll 8+ on 2D+ appropriate skill (both Mechanical and Electronic must be rolled); time to 

repair depends on degree of damage (below).  Success = repair completed; if failure time doubled; SE part must be 

purchased or manufactured; BC time halved.  Parts can only be fabricated by a mechanic in a machine shop. 

Scratches – mechanical skill 5+; 1D6 minutes. 

 Light Damage – mechanical skill 7+; 2D6 hours 

 Moderate Damage – mechanical skill 8+, electronics skill 7+; 1D6 days 

 Severe Damage – mechanical skill 9+, electronics skill 8+; 2D6 days 

 Destroyed – forget it; sell it for scrap. 

 
Ship’s Guns (armor 7R)   Starship Armor and Interior Notes 

Wpn/Dam Sgl Dbl Tpl  Armor  Factor Ship Interior Notes 

Laser Beam 8 9 10 None  7R Bulkheads/iris doors are 6R or 100 points+ 

Pulse Beam 9 10 11 Armor 1  8R Partitions/doors are 4R or 50 points+ 

Plasma Beam 11 12 -- Armor 2  9R Engine casings add +1R armor 

Fusion Beam 12 13 -- Armor 3  10R Engine casings add +1R armor 

Particle Beam 13* -- -- Armor 4  11R Power core casings add +2R armor 

Proximity Msl 11 (1D6-2 hits) Armor Penetration 1D6: Weapon Damage equal to armor = 4+ 

Contact Msl 12 (1D3 hits) (1D6 Damage)  Weapon Damage one less than armor = 5+ 

Tact Nuc Msl 13* (1D3 hits)    Weapon Damage one less than armor = 6+ 

*plus 3D radiation damage to personnel and electronics.  +for personal combat within the ship 
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The Boat Pilot 
 Boat pilots, normally referred to as Boatswains (Bos’uns) fly shuttles when needed and often serve as 

helmsmen under the direction of an officer.  Marines refer to boat pilots as Coxwains (Cox’uns) 

Planetside to Orbit Sequence – before taking off, the pilot must check all ship systems: flight controls, 

maneuver drives, sensors and shields (if any), computer, fire control, and life support.  Failed systems checks 

indicate a problem with the system 1D6: 1-4 minor adjustment 5+ Mech or Elect skill, 10 minutes; 5-6=light 

damage 8+, 1Dx.5hrs.  When all is prepared the pilot lifts off using the gravitics drives to orient the ship.  Failure 

means try again (1D6 extra minutes to reach orbit).  Once the maneuver drives kick in the pilot begins ascent by an 

ascent roll of 8+.   Ignore SE.    

Orbit to Planetside Sequence – obviously this sequence is the reverse of the above.  First, the pilot must 

maneuver into orbit.  Then the pilot performs the descent making an 8+ die roll and then a 9+ roll for landing.  

Failed die rolls are managed as above. 

Space Dedocking Sequence – this sequence is used when a ship must detach from another ship or space 

station and begin system flight.  The pilot will run the crew through the systems check and once the airlock is 

detached the pilot will maneuver a safe distance from the other ship or space station using the steering jets before 

kicking in the maneuver drives for space flight. 

Space Docking Sequence – this sequence is the opposite from above.   

System Flight Subroutine – Most major star systems will have beacon buoys located throughout the system, 

guiding pilots to major features in the system. These locator beacons are set and maintained by the Imperial Scout 

Service. When travelling from planet to planet or to moon, the pilot only needs to make a routine die roll to locate 

the proper beacon and make periodic checks to stay on course. Thus the navigator is not needed in systems with A, 

B, or C class starports.  For systems with D or E class ports a navigator must locate the destination the hard way 

using the Ship’s sensors and the navigational program to create a flight plan from scratch.  

Hangar Take-off Sequence – this sequence is used by boat pilots that are taking off from a large ship or 

space station hangar.  Failure means the boat’s hull hits the hangar walls or ceiling and receives 1 point of damage.  

Snake-eyes indicates 1D6 points of damage.   

Hangar Landing Sequence – this sequence is done in reverse to the above.  The pilot will glide the ship 

very slowly into the hangar and will use the gravitics drives to control maneuver and landing in the hangar.  Hangars 

on class F space stations will have tractor beams to bring in the ship safely and the pilot is not needed.   

 Combat Maneuver Actions – All ships can move and turn but only small ships (under 1000 tons) can use 

the moves described here.  Piloting maneuvers are described in detail on the Dogfight Maneuvers Chart.  Failed die 

rolls mean that the action as wasted.  For die rolls of snake-eyes roll 1D6 on the Flight Penalties chart. 

 Ship’s Boat Maintenance – in the Merchant Marine the Loadmaster is also responsible to take care of the 

boat’s refueling, cleaning, and restocking supplies.  Boats are maintained by a ship’s Mechanic and/or Electrician.  

In the Navy the boat is entirely under the care of a crew chief (Mechanic skill) who is also the boat gunner (Gunnery 

skill) and loadmaster (Loadmaster skill).  As gunner the crew chief is also responsible for maintenance of the boat’s 

weapons.  Fighters are maintained by a crew chief and two mechanics with many support teams of specialists 

(electronics, armament, ordnance, metalworkers, etc.).  Engine tune-ups require 1D6x10 minutes. 

Refueling Ship’s Boats – ships boats can be refueled on a landing field, in a boat dock, or in space by use of 

a refueling boom from another ship or space station. All of these processes are detailed in the loadmaster section.  

The operations are the same as for larger ships.  Refueling and recharging normally take about 1 hour per ton; 

cleaning and restocking takes about 1 hour. 

 

SHIP’S BOAT FLIGHT PROCEDURES 
Planetside to Orbit Sequence   Orbit to Planetside Sequence 
Pilot – power up ship systems (8+)   Pilot – request landing clearance (3+) 

Systems Check (3+/ea)   Pilot – descent (8+) 

Pilot – request flight clearance (3+)   Stew/Load – trim LS 

Load – check all exits (3+)    Pilot – land (9+) 

Pilot – lift-off (8+)    Stew/Load open doors (3+) 

Load – trim LS for space (3+)   Pilot – power down ship systems (5+) 

Pilot – Ascent (8+)     
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Space Dedocking Sequence   Space Docking Sequence 
Pilot – power up ship systems (8+)   Pilot – request docking clearance (3+) 

 Systems Check (3+/ea)   Pilot – maneuver positioning (8+) 

Pilot – request flight clearance (3+)   Stew/Load – extend/attach airlock (6+) 

Stew/Load – close airlock, detach connection (3+) Pilot – disengage maneuver drives (5+) 

Pilot – outward flight (8+)    Stew/Load – open airlock (3+) 

      

Hangar Take-off Sequence   Hangar Landing Sequence 
Pilot – power up Systems (8+)   Pilot – request landing clearance (3+) 

Pilot – request flight clearance (3+)   Pilot – enter hangar and land (8+) 

Stew/Load – check doors (3+)   Stew/Load - open doors (3+) 

Pilot – exit hangar (9+)    Pilot – power down (5+) 

 

Dogfight Maneuvers Failed die rolls = action attempt wasted. 

Action  # Act Req# Effect 

Evade  1 -- add pilot skill as negative DM vs. attacks 

Roll  1 5+ +2 evasion; ship rolls longitudinally 

Jink  2 7+ +3 evasion; ship shakes 

Barrel Roll 2 9+ +2 evasion; ship turns 90° in place; +1 hex closer or away from attacker 

Half-loop 2 7+ +2 evasion; ship turns 180° in place; change places with tailing ship 

Trail  2 10+ ship says one hex behind target; moves with it; must be 1 hex away to start 

 

Dogfight Penalties – when a pilot rolls snake eyes in a dogfight roll 1D6 on the chart below. 

1 = ship careens out of control; 13+ to recover; gunnery -4 

2 = Ship swerves (lose alt. in grav); 11+ to recover; gunnery -3 

3 = Lose 1 speed per turn; 9+ to recover; gunnery -2 

4 = Stall; ship cannot maneuver or evade; 7+ recover 

5 = Pilot disoriented; lose turn 

6 = Recover control; try again 

 

Boat Flight Times 

Planet to Orbit - travel time to orbit = 1 minute per atmosphere number. 

Orbit to Planet – reverse of above.  

Atmospheric Flight - Normal atmo flight speed is 500mph. 

Planet to Planet - calc flight times using the #’s below as planetary orbit #’s.  Subtract the inner orbit from the outer 

x 1D3 to reflect current orbiting positions (no DMs).   

Moon to Moon - use the #’s below as moon orbit #’s; subtract the inner orbit from the outer, divide the time by ten, 

and multiply x 1D3.   

Planet to Moon - & vice versa; same as moon to moon but use orbit ‘1’ for the planetary orbit position. 

 

Orbit#:  Speed  1G 2G 3G 4G 5G 6G     

  1 =  3.34m 2.36m 1.92m 1.67m 1.5m 1.36m 

2 =  10.55m 7.45m 6.08m 5.27m 4.72m 4.3m 

  3 =  33.33m 23.5m 19.25m 16.66m 14.9m 13.6m 

  4 =  1.75h 1.23h 1.016h 53m 47m 42m 

  5 =  3.05h 2.15h 1.75h 1.5h 1.36h 1.22h 

  6 =  3.52h 2.48h 2.03h 1.77h 1.56h 1.43h 

  7 =  5.55h 3.93h 3.2h 2.78h 2.48h 2.27h 

  8 =  17.6h 12.4h 10.1h 8.8h 7.9h 7.2h 

  9 =  37.3h 26.4h 21.5h 18.6h 16.7h 15.2h 

  10 =  55.6h 39.3h 32.1h 27.8h 24.8h 22.3h 

  11 =  88.7h 62.7h 51.2h 44.4h 39.7h 36.2h 

  12 =  136.1h 96.2h 78.6h 68.0h 60.9h 55.6h 
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Starports 
Starport Authority – JTAS #19, p37: “The vast network of trade routes that ties the Imperium 

together could not exist without its nexus points, the starports; and the ports could not function without 

the people and organization of the Starport Authority (SPA).  SPA is in charge of all port operations 

(ground and orbital), and maintains the security of the extrality line surrounding every Imperial port.”  

The Starports are not only travel centers; they are, in many cases, the only presence of the Imperium on 

that world. 

 Sparport Classifications – starports are classified by their size and capabilities.  This determines 

what services are available. 

A-Class – Excellent quality installation.  Refined and unrefined fuel available.  Annual 

maintenance overhaul available.  Shipyard capable of complete constructing and repairing of starships 

and non-starships.  Ship registration, captain and crew licensing and testing available.  Naval base and/or 

Scout base may be present. 

B-Class – Good quality installation.  Refined and unrefined fuel available.  Annual maintenance 

overhaul available.  Shipyard capable of constructing non-starships, and repairing all but jump drives on 

starships.  Ship registration, captain and crew licensing and testing available.  Naval base and/or Scout 

base may be present. 

C-Class – Routine quality installation.  Unrefined fuel available.  Reasonable repair facilities 

available (all but drives and power plants).  Scout base may be present. 

D-Class – Poor quality installation.  Unrefined fuel available.  There may be a Machine, 

Mechanic, or Electronics shop on a 1D6 die roll of 4+.  Starship parts will have to be shipped in.; 

otherwise, no repair facilities are available.  A Scout base may be present. 

E-Class – No installation.  Essentially a marked spot of bedrock with no fuel, facilities, or bases 

present. 

F-Class – Good orbital facility.  Refined and unrefined fuel available.  Limited administration, 

shops, restaurants, bars etc., are available.  Orbital repair facilities available including jump drives.  

Shuttles for passengers and cargo available. 

G-Class – Poor orbital facility.  Unrefined fuel available.  Café/bar available.  Shuttle for Cargo 

available. 

H-Class – Primitive orbital facility.  Shuttle for Cargo available. 

X-Class – No starport and no provision is made for any ship landings or refueling.  May also be a 

special situation that defies classification. 

Y-Class – No orbital facility. 

 

Starport Approach 

Upon approach to a starport a ship must request permission to dock.  Roll 1D12 (first digit) and 

1D10 (second digit) percentage to determine how many of the port’s docking bays are full.  Consult the 

chart below to see how many docks the port has and how many are open.  Round results up or down. 

 
Starport Docking Capacity: 

A Class  B Class  C Class  D Class  F Class  G Class 

75  50  20  10  50  25 

 

If the docks are all full (results of 100-130%) the players will have to wait for an empty berth.  At 

A and B ports they may be allowed to park at a distance in space using a space buoy to keep the ship from 

drifting.  They must use a shuttle to approach the starport, whether it be a down-port or up-port.  If the 

players have a shuttle they can use their own.  Otherwise they can order a shuttle to pick them up (for 

Cr25 each to an orbital station, or Cr100 each to go from orbit to planetside), or they can just wait 1D6 

hours to dock (roll 1D6).  They need to dock anyway if they are picking up or dropping off cargo.  The 

Com Tech will be able to obtain this information from the Starport control tower.  The referee may 

intervene with special conditions. 
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Ship Restocking. 

Once the ship has docked or landed it must be restocked.  The following items must be attended 

to by the Steward and/or the Loadmaster.   

Steward: 

Berthing Fees: A-B: Cr100/day; C-D: 100/week; E: no fee. 

Purchase Meals: Cr200/week for each person (.2 tons/each person’s weekly share). 

Purchase Rations: Cr50/week for each person (.15 tons/each person’s weekly share). 

Purchase Water: cost Cr2/gallon (2 gallons/person/day) 

Replenish Mechanical/Electrical Shop Stores: 1D6 x Cr100 per incident. 

Recharging Air Handler Unit: Cr10/ton of starship; includes new filters. 

Loadmaster: 

Refueling: Cr100/ton unrefined fuel; Cr500/ton refined fuel. 

Battery Recharging: Cr100 

 

Repair Prices – based on damage versus % of item original cost. 

Repairs   Scratch  Light  Mod  Severe  Destroyed 

Breakdown Damage .25%  1%  3%  5%  100% 

Combat Damage 1%  5%  10%  15%  100% 

 

Sensor Arrays 

Sensor Array – Cr20k    Radio Transceiver – Cr10k 

Engineering 

Power Plant – Cr3m/ton    Maneuver Drives – Cr500k/ton 

Jump Drive – Cr4m/ton    Fuel Scoops – Cr50k 

Deck Gravitics – Cr10k    Fuel Refiner – Cr40k/ton 

Backup LS Batteries – Cr6k   Life Support – Cr500/ship ton 

Fuel Tank – repair Cr10k/hit   L-Hyd Tanks – new Cr10k plus Cr1k/ton 

Refueling Port – Cr50k     

Common Sections 

Staterooms – new Cr125k/ton; repair Cr10k/hit Common Rooms – new Cr50k/ton; repair Cr5k/hit 

Sick Bay – new Cr100k/ton; repair Cr15k/hit Galley – new Cr150k/ton; repair Cr15k/hit. 

Cargo Bay – new Cr20k/ton; repair Cr4k/hit Boat/Vehicle Bay – new Cr20k/ton; repair Cr4k/hit 

Radiation Cleanup – Cr5k/hit   Hull Emergency Patches Cr150/ea (T4) 

Hull Repairs – Cr2k/hit 

Weaponry 

 Weapon   Single  Double  Triple  Extra Barrels 

Laser Beam   Cr.3m  Cr.4m  Cr.5m  .1m each 

Pulse Beam   Cr.5m  Cr.75m  Cr1m  .25m each 

Plasma Beam   Cr1m  Cr1.5m  -----  .5m each 

Fusion Beam   Cr1.25m Cr2m  -----  .75m each 

Missile Turret   Cr.25m  Cr.5m  Cr.75m  .25m each 

Sandcaster Turret  Cr.15m  Cr.2m  Cr.25m  .05m each 

Particle Accelerator Turret Cr3m  -----  ----- 

Particle Accelerator Barbette Cr4m  -----  ----- 

Fire Control   Cr.05m  Cr.1m  Cr.15m 

Bridge 

Flight Controls – 200k/hit   Computer (see below) 

Active Sensors (see below)   Passive Sensors (see below) 

Radio (see below)    Gunnery Fire Control – Cr1m 

Ordnance 

Proximity Missiles Cr6,500/ea   Contact Missiles Cr5,600/ea 

Sand Canisters Cr1,200/ea   Sensor Probes Cr2,500/ea
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Computers – MCr/Ton     Base Radios 

Model Stand Fib Bis   Unit Size Tons Cost 

1 2/1t 3/2t 4/1t   BRT 1 .25 Cr10k 

2 9/2t 14/4t 18/2t   BRT 2 .5 Cr50k 

3 18/3t 27/6t ---   BRT 3 1 Cr100k 

4 30/4t 45/8t ---   BRT 4 2 Cr300k 

5 45/5t 68/10t ---    

6 55/7t 83/14t ---    

 

Sensors 

Active Sensors Radar/Ladar Detectors  Passive Sensors  Full Spectrum Receptors 

RLDs: Grade Tons Cost   FSRs: Grade Tons Cost 

RLD1 1 1 Cr20k   FSR1 1 2 Cr75k 

RLD2 2 2 Cr25k   FSR2 2 4 Cr125k 

RLD3 3 3 Cr30k   FSR3 3 6 Cr250k 

RLD4 4 4 Cr50k   FSR4 4 8 Cr500k 

 

Payload Contracts 

 Cargo, Passengers, and Mail are contracted per Book 2, page 11; speculative Buying per page 46. 

 

Leaving Port 

 Ships wishing to leave port must call for clearance.  On an unmodified die roll of 7+ clearance is 

granted and the ship is free to leave.  Failure indicates that traffic considerations will not allow clearance 

for 1D6x5 minutes.  Die rolls of snake-eyes mean that some kind of emergency has occurred and the 

space port has been quarantined for 1D12 hours.  Reasons for quarantine could be 1D10: (1) disease, (2) 

terrorists, (3) smugglers, (4) spies, (5) enemy ships sighted, (6) host planet political problems, (7) 

corporate disturbance, (9) an accident, (10) a surprise customs check on the PC’s ship. 
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Startown 
Every port will have a Startown that will contain many facilities that the players might wish to explore (and 

might soon wish they hadn’t).  The available facilities will be similar in number to the port itself but these will be 

more prone to bartering, rumoring, and some under the table dealings, not to mention exciting bar fights.  The 

facilities might be weapons shops, outfitters, clothing shops, sporting goods stores, pawn shops, or just a good old 

spacer bar where the characters can rub elbows with scum and villainy like themselves.  The best rulebook for 

Startown is by Gamelords Startown Liberty.  But the rules here can be used for less involved visits to Startown.   

 

Spacer Bar Ambience 

D6 Type  #Patrons #Tables  Mood (reaction DM’s) 

1 =  Seedy  1D6  1D6  Paranoid  -2 

2 =  Dingy  1D6  1D6  Tense  -1 

3 =  Dark   2D6  2D6  Quiet/moody 0 

4 =  Usual  3D6  2D6  OK  0 

5 =  Bright  4D6  3D6  Relaxed  +1 

6 =  Upscale  5D6  3D6  Raucous  +2 

 

Bar Activities – activities take place in 15 minute rounds.  PCs must buy food (Cr10) or drinks (Cr2) each 

round.  Choose or roll on the table below to see what the group wants to do (1D6): 

1) Rumor Gathering (Charisma skill) – trade stories with other patrons; roll on the Encounter and Reaction 

tables.  Get 1D3 rumors on 8+.  Rumors can be taken from several sources: Adventure 1 “The Kinunir” pages 7-9; 

Adventure 2 “Research Station Gamma” pages 14-16; Adventure 3 “Twilight’s Peak” pages 10-11; Adventure 4 

“Leviathan” pages 8-10, or any other current adventure. 

2) Drinking Contest (Endurance skill).  Drinks cost 2 credits each and are consumed at the rate of one drink 

per round (15 minutes).  Each character must roll 8+ not to temporarily lose an endurance hexadecimal point in the 

current round.  When endurance reaches 0 the PC passes out.  The PC is rolled for cash or credit chip when no one is 

looking.  No one sees it.  Hangover: Endurance points are regained at the rate of 1 point per hour.  Don’t forget to 

apply negative DMs for ‘wounds,’ 3-6 points = -2, 7-13 points = -4. 

3) Gambling (Gambling skill) – Players decide to play Poker (Gambling skill).  Players place initial bets 

and roll 2D6 plus skill; then they place a second bet and roll again – the character with highest number wins.  

Players can bet against each other or against the house.  Some houses have rules on maximum bets allowed (but they 

usually have a back room for ‘friendly’ games). 

4) Carousing (Carousing skill) – Carousing involves raucous drinking, dancing, singing, bragging, and 

story-telling (lying) – anything to be popular with the crowd.  Each PC chooses an activity and rolls 2D6 plus skill 

on the table below; as a reward the PC receives an additional temporary Carousing DM; these are cumulative. 

 Die Result         Carousing DM (temp) 

 ‘2’ =  Stinky, the crowd is not impressed  (-2) 

 ‘3’ =  Bad, don’t quit your day job.  (-1) 

 4-7 =  Mediocre, but not bad  (0) 

 8-10 =  Great, crowd is pleased   (+1) 

 ‘11’ =  A hit! crowd likes you   (+2) 

 ‘12’ =  You knocked ‘em dead   (+3) 

5) Recruiting (Recruiting skill) – recruit potential crewmembers.  The players ask other people in the bar if 

they know anyone looking for a job.  For every 15 minute round roll skill.  On a Streetwise or Recruiting skill result 

of 8+ someone is interested.  Then roll on the reaction table.  They will join on an 8+.  Roll randomly for their 

qualifications on Supplement 1, 1001 Characters or Supplement 4, Citizens of the Imperium.  If they meet the crew’s 

criteria, they are hired. 

6) Job Search (Streetwise skill) - Seek out a Patron for employment.  Players ask other people if they know 

of anyone who might have some temporary work for a starship crew.  Try every fifteen minutes.  On a Streetwise 

die roll of 8+ an interested person has been found.  Roll on the reaction table and on a die roll of 8+ he or she makes 

a job proposal.  Random Patrons: Book 3, pages 25-27; BITs Patrons, and/or BITs Plots. 

Shopping Trips – Characters may want to purchase items for personal use.  Compare the tech level of the 

desired item with the TL of the current planet.  If the TL of the item is higher add 10% to the list price for each level 

higher; if the TL is lower subtract 5% for each level lower.  If the group wishes to contact someone in the 

underworld, wants to buy an illegal item, or wants some professional forgery done, etc., roll Streetwise skill and on 

a result of 8+ a contact has been made.  Black market items may cost double (at least), triple, or more. 
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STARSHIP COMBAT 
Opposing sides take turns going through each phase of the Combat Turn.  Enemy ships will be 

placed at the distance and location from which they were first detected.  Place markers on the hex map, or 

make a distance notation on paper, to represent the current positions and range of the opposing ships.  

This system works best for ships under 2,000 tons; use Book 5, “High Guard” for large ship 

confrontations. 

Detection and Intercept – ships are detected by the ship’s commo technician at a specific distance 

from the ship.  Each hex represents 5,000km so a ship detected at 60,000km away is 12 ‘hexes’ away.  

This is usually not a concern until a ship is detected on an intercept course with the players.  The commo 

tech must roll a 1D8 for the direction it is coming from, with ‘1’ being from straight ahead (N).  Then use 

the points of the compass to describe their relationship to the player’s ship: 1=N, 2=NE, 3=E, 4+SE, 5=S, 

6=SW, 7=W, 8=NW (see Movement below).   

 Game Turns – Game turns follow a specific order.   

1. Initiative (Ship or Fleet Tactics) 

2. Ship Movement 

3. Beam/Missile Fire 

5. Other Actions 

1) Initiative – the captain of each side rolls one die and adds his Ship Tactics skill (or Fleet 

Tactics when commanding two or more ships).  If an unmodified ‘6’ is rolled, roll another die; if another 

six is rolled a bonus may occur (for the skill used).  If several ships are involved, all of them can roll 

initiative separately and take turns in descending order.  Each combat round represents 15 seconds. 

 2) Movement 
Movement on a Star Map – if desiring to represent ship to ship relationships on a tabletop the 

referee may decide to use the Book 2 rules, the Mayday system, or the oversimplified hexagonal map 

system described here: Ships may only move the number of hexes (or inches) per turn as their speed 

number, i.e., a 2G ship will move 2 hexes per turn.  This movement will become restricted as ships 

receive damage to their drives or power plants.  The turn number determines how many hexes forward a 

ship must move before it is allowed to turn one hex side.  The turn number for any ship is 1/2 the speed 

number (round up).  Ships under 1,000 tons may turn another hex side upon completing their movement.  

A ship may only increase or decrease its speed by one hex per turn. 

Conceptual Method: 

Head On, or on the Front Quarter (N, NW, NE) – a ship intercepting the player’s ship will close 

at the rate of the attacker’s speed plus the defender’s speed.  For example, if the players are traveling at 

2G and the intercept ship is traveling at 3G, the two ships will close at the speed of 5 hexes per turn. 

Cross Course (W or E) – The opposing ship will close with the target ship at the rate of the 

intercept ship’s speed per round until half the distance has been closed.  Then it will be trailing the target 

ship for the remaining distance. 

Trailing (S, SE, or SW) – If an intercepting ship is trailing the players, they will close at the rate 

of the target ship’s speed subtracted from the trailing ship’s speed.  When the target ship exceeds 

detection range they have escaped. 

Dogfight – the opposing ships are entwined in a circular combat pattern of maneuver.  Each side 

is determined to destroy the other and neither is trying to escape.  Use the random chart below to 

determine at what range the gunners must shoot from.  The phasing pilot chooses whether to add up to his 

Piloting skill DM, or subtract up to his skill number or ignore his skill number entirely and rolls 1D6 on 

the following chart.  In other words, a pilot with a skill of 2 can add 1 or 2 points to the die roll, or 

subtract one or two points from the die roll or just take the die roll at face value.  The result is the number 

of hexes between the opposing ships.  
RANDOM RANGE (Pilot Skill + 1D less target evasion) 

Die/Distance Effect  Die/Distance Effect 

1- = 5 Hexes  +5 to hit#  4 = 2 Hexes  +2 to hit#  

2 = 4 Hexes  +4 to hit#  5 = 1 Hex` +1 to hit# 

3 = 3 Hexes  +3 to hit#  6+ = Same Hex  -3 to hit# 
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 Maneuvers – pilots may make certain maneuvers during a dogfight.  These will add defensive 

DMs and can affect movement on a hex map.  Flying straight does not require a piloting roll and gives no 

evasion DMs.  
 

Dogfight Maneuvers Failed die rolls = action attempt wasted; SE=ship out of control (penalty). 

Action  Req# Effect  
Roll  5+ +1 evasion; ship rolls longitudinally 

Jink  7+ +2 evasion; ship shakes 

Barrel Roll 9+ +3 evasion; ship turns 90° in place by rolling; +1 hex closer or away from opponent 

Half-loop 7+ +2 evasion; ship turns 180° in place; change places with a trailing ship 

Trail  10+ +3 evade; ship says one hex behind target; moves with it; must be 1 hex away to start 

 

Dogfight Penalties – whenever snake eyes comes up, roll 1D6 on the chart below. 

1 = ship careens out of control; 13+ to recover; shooting -4 2 = Ship swerves (lose alt. in grav); 11+ to recover 

3 = Lose 1 speed per turn; 9+ to recover   4 = Stall; ship cannot maneuver or evade; 7+ recover 

5 = Confused; lose turn     6 = Recover control; try again 

 

3) Beam and Missile Fire – Beam and missile gunners each fire once per game turn.   
Ship’s Guns (armor 8R)   Starship Armor and Interior Notes 

Wpn/Dam Sgl Dbl Tpl  Armor  Factor Ship Interior Notes 

Laser Beam 8 9 10 None  7R Bulkheads/iris doors are 6R or 100 points+ 

Pulse Beam 9 10 11 Armor 1  8R Partitions/doors are 4R or 50 points+ 

Plasma Beam 11 12 -- Armor 2  9R Engine casings add +1R armor 

Fusion Beam 12 13 -- Armor 3  10R Power core casings add +2R armor 

Particle Beam 13* -- -- Armor 4  11R  

Proximity Msl 11 (1D6-2 hits) Armor Penetration 1D6: Armor equal to weapon damage = 4+ 

Contact Msl 12 (1D3 hits) (1D6 Damage)  Armor one less than weapon damage = 5+ 

Tact Nuc Msl 13* (1D3 hits)    Armor two less than weapon damage = 6+ 

*plus 3D radiation damage to personnel and electronics.  +for personal combat within the ship 

 

Hit Numbers – the hit numbers for both beams and missiles are based on the size of the target (see 

Gunnery Hit#s chart below).  If the modified hit number happens to be above 12 then only a ‘12’ 

(boxcars) will hit.  Gunnery skill is subtracted from the hit number.  All ordnance fires successfully on a 

die roll of 8+.   

Range – beam gunnery receives a +1 DM to the hit number for each hex distance from the firing 

ship to the target ship.  When both ships are in the same hex they each receive a -3 to hit.  Beam gunnery 

is limited to 6 hexes total (30,000km).  Missiles have a range of 12 hexes (60,000km).  Sand canister fire 

is not subject to a range DM; it explodes and deploys immediately after launch. 

Defensive Maneuvers – The gunner must add the defending pilot’s maneuver DM to the hit 

number, if applicable.  Sand imposes a +3DM to the hit#; except when both ships are in the same hex.  

Particle accelerators ignore all shields and sand clouds.  Gunners may also fire at incoming missiles 

unless they were launched within 6 hexes.  Missiles travel at 6Gs (hexes) per turn.   

ECM – Electronic Counter Measures is a computer program that interacts with the ship’s sensors.  

This allows the commotech to jam and confuse missile homing devices; throw 7+ (no DMs) to self-

detonate each incoming missile during the Beam/Missile Fire Phase.  ECM takes one round to use.  No 

radio transmissions or other active sensor work can be done while using ECM.  ECM is effective against 

both all types of missiles but cannot be used until the missile is within six hexes away.  Only one attempt 

may be made per missile. 

Die Roll – once a hit# has been established the beam gunner rolls 2D6 to hit; failure means a shot 

has missed; SE means that a malfunction has occurred and the gunner must roll 1D6 on the Beam Gunner 

Penalties chart.  To perform missile fire the gunner rolls 2D6 to hit; failure indicates that all of the 

missiles have gone wild and self-imploded, while a successful die roll means all missiles are on target.  If 

a snake eyes is rolled the missile(s) did not launch and the gunner must roll on the Missile Gunner 

Penalties chart. 
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Beam Gunner Penalties    Missile Gunner Penalties 
1 = burnout; roll malfunction damage  1 = explosion; tube ruined; gunner hit by 4D 

2 = overload; reset fuses in 1D6 actions  2 = premature explosion; gunner hit by 2D 

3 = overload; fire control damaged; -1 all shots 3 = dud missile, 2 full rounds to remove 

4 = lose target; try again next turn   4 = misfire, missiles veer off and self-implode 

5 = disoriented; fire wildly (no hits)   5 = missiles fail to launch; try again next round 

6 = recover; try again    6 = recover; try again 

 

Hits – turrets inflict one hit on the target ship.  Contact missiles cause 1D3 hits while proximity 

missiles do 1D6-2 hits, and tactical nuclear missiles inflict 1D3 hits.  Missiles travel 6 hexes per game 

turn.  Therefore, those fired at a target located 6 hexes or less distant will hit the target immediately, while 

those fired at a target from 7-12 hexes away will hit in the following game turn.   

Location - Resolve each hit separately by rolling location with 2D6 on the Ship and 1D6 on the 

Small Craft charts to locate each one.     

Damage - Subtract the target’s hull factor from the gun’s damage dice.  The remaining damage 

dice are applied to the location rolled.  Damage is cumulative on ship components.  Superficial hits (1-3 

points) do not affect system or engine performance.  Light hits (4-6 points) cause 3/4 (round up) output, 

and moderate hits (7-13 points) cause 1/2 output; severe (14-20 points) cause complete dysfunction and a 

destroyed result (21 points) causes complete system or engine destruction (needs replacement.  Ship 

subcomponents are reduced to 1/2 on a light result and destroyed on a moderate result. 

Armor Penetration – weapons equal to, or less than the target’s armor rating still have a chance to 

penetrate the armor and cause some damage.  Roll 1D6: if equal roll 4+, 1 less roll 5+, 2 less roll 6+.  

Results equal or greater than the stated number penetrate the armor and do 1D6 damage. 

 4) Other Actions – other activities on the ship may be performed in this phase: computer 

reprogramming, medical applications, engineering repairs, damage control, launching ship’s boats etc. 

 

Crew Hits  

 Hits on occupied rooms may also hit PCs and NPCs.  Saving rolls are made to avoid being hit.  

These are done on 1D6.  If the required number or higher is rolled the character avoids being hit.  If the 

die roll fails, roll location and apply damage dice as in personal combat.  Laser and Pulse Beams miss 

characters on a roll of 3+.  Plasma and Fusion Beams: characters are saved on a roll of 4+.  Particle 

Beams – characters are saved on a die roll of 5+.  However, all characters in the room must make a 

damage roll of 3D due to radiation exposure.  Radiation damage ignores personal armor but vac suits give 

some protection.  Missiles – characters must make a saving roll of 5+ and nuclear missiles 6+.  Nuclear 

missiles also cause 3D radiation damage (separate from physical damage).   

 Turrets – Turret weapon effectiveness is halved on hits of 1-10 and destroyed on hits of 11+.  

Gunners must make a saving roll or be hit.  If missile turrets are hit make two saving rolls, one for the 

gunner and the other for a possible missile explosion (based on weapon type).  In case of an explosion.  

All gunners and missile loaders are automatically hit with 1D6x1D6 damage.  On some ships fire control 

is stationed in a room separate from the bridge.  That location is hit on a bridge fire control result.   

Explosive Decompression - Rooms with air pressure will have explosive decompression when the 

hull is pierced.  Characters not already wearing vac suits may successfully put one on in time on a die roll 

or 9+ (2D6 plus Vacc skill).  Failure indicates death.  In vacuum any hit that tears a suit will kill the 

occupant.  The ship may not be recompressed until all hull holes have been patched.  Hull hits can be 

temporarily patched by patch kits (usually located throughout the ship).  Each hole takes 15 minutes to 

patch (7+ Mech skill).  Permanent patches can only be made with sheet metal, rivets and welding to seal 

the joints (9+ Mech skill). 

Abandon Ship – Hits on the ships Power Plant will cause it to explode (on a result of 1).  If a 

ship is about to explode characters will have 1D6 rounds to get to escape pods or ships boats.  Subtract 

the number of rounds left from 12.  Each character must roll 2D6 and add Dexterity skill.  Results higher 

than or equal to the number make it to safety. 
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Starship Stats Ship______________________ Type________________Tons___________TL______ 
Hull_________________ Fuel____________________ Scoops yes____no____  Refiner yes____no____ 

Magazine Ordnance  Type 1________________ Type 2________________ Type 3_________________ 

Cargo____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ship’s Boat________________________________________________________________________________ 

Vehicles__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Operations Section      Crew Saves 

2=Sensor Arrays   Points  4-6   7+  Weapon Type  Req# 

   1=Radio Transceiver Array  _______ Moderate Destroyed  Laser/Pulse Beams  3+ 

   2=Backup Transceiver Array _______ Moderate Destroyed  Plasma/Fusion Beams 4+ 

   3=Active Sensor Array  _______ Moderate Destroyed  Missiles   5+ 

   4=Backup Active Array  _______ Moderate Destroyed  Part. Beams*/Nuc. Missiles* 5+/6+ 

   5=Passive Sensor Array  _______ Moderate Destroyed  *All characters are hit by 3D radiation 

   6=Backup Passive Array  _______ Moderate Destroyed  Crew  Name       Hit Pts 

3=Bridge   Rating Points  4-6   7+     Captain  __________  ________ 

   1=Controls  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed (Pilot) Pilot  __________  ________ 

   2=Computer, Main  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed (Comp)  Navigator __________  ________ 

       Computer, Backup  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Commotech __________  ________ 

   3=Sensors, Active  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed (Commo)  Computertech __________  ________ 

       Sensors, A. Backup  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Chief Gunner/Exec__________  ________ 

   4=Sensors, Passive   _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed (Navigr.)  Gunner 1  __________  ________ 

       Sensors, P. Backup  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Gunner 2  __________  ________ 

   5=Base Radio, Main _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed (Captain) Gunner 3  __________  ________ 

       Base Radio, Backup  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Gunner 4  __________  ________ 

   6=Fire Control   _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed (C.Gnnr) Gunner 5  __________  ________ 

4=Weaponry  Type  Damage   Points  4-6   7+  Gunner 6  __________  ________ 

   Turret 1_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Flight Crew __________   ________ 

   Turret 2_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Flight Crew  __________   ________ 

   Turret 3_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Flight Crew __________   ________ 

   Turret 4_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Flight Crew __________   ________ 

   Turret 5_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Supply Officer __________   ________ 

   Turret 6_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Steward    __________  _________ 

   Turret 7_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Steward    __________  _________ 

   Turret 8_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Steward    __________  _________ 

   Turret 9_______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Cargo Clerk __________  ________ 

   Turret 10______________  _______ _______ Moderate Destroyed  Loadmaster __________  ________ 

Hull Section         #Hits_______ (Hit locations 5-8 are also hull hits) Surgeon  __________  ________ 

5=Boat Deck (odd)        #Hits_______ (boats are hit on 1D6 4+)  Medic  __________  ________ 

  Vehicle Deck (even)   #Hits_______ (vehicles are hit on 1D6 4+)  Medic  __________  ________ 

6=Common Areas       Medic  __________  ________ 

     1=Common Rooms   #Hits_______ (Steward/Cargo Clerk)  Missile Loader __________  ________ 

     2=Marshalling Deck #Hits_______ (Troops)    Missile Loader __________  ________ 

     3=Staterooms        #Hits_______ (Passengers)   Chief Engineer __________  ________ 

     4=Galley        #Hits_______ (Steward/Cook)   Engineer  __________  ________ 

     5=Sick Bay        #Hits_______ (Medic)    Engineer   __________  ________ 

     6=Magazine        #Hits_______ (Missile Loader)   Engineer  __________  ________ 

7=Fuel Tanks        #Hits_______ (5% reduction per hit)   Engineer  __________  ________ 

8=Cargo Deck        #Hits_______ (10% reduction per hit)  Engineer  __________  ________ 

Engineering Section/Rating Points 1-3 4-6 7-13 14-20 21+ 

9=Jump Drive _______ _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed (+1D armor for engine casing) 

10=Maneuver Dr. _______ _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed (Engineers; +1D armor for casing) 

11=Power Plant _______ _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed (+2D armor for plant casing) 

12=Engineering Specialties Points 1-3 4-6 7-13 14-20 21+ 
   1=Fuel Scoops  _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed 

   2=Fuel Refiner  _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed 

   3=Refueling Port  _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed 

   4=Deck Gravitics  _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed 

   5=Life Support  _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed 

   6=Backup LS Batteries _______ Scratch Light Moderate Severe Destroyed 

Item Damage: main items are reduced by 1/4 for light hits, 1/2 by moderate hits, and are dysfunctional on a severe hit; systems 

are reduced 1/2 by a light hit and destroyed on a moderate hit.  If a ship does not have the resultant item, ignore the damage.
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Fighter Stats Type____________________  Tons___________ Allegiance_____________ 

Pilot___________ Gunner___________ Crewman___________  Hull___________ 

Damage Points     1-3 4-6 7-13 14-20 21+ 

Section  Type Rating  Hits Scratch Light Mod. Severe Destr.  Crewman              Hits 

1=Power Plant  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Pilot     ______________ 

2-3=Maneuver Dr.  ______G _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Gunner ______________ 

4=Weapon            Commo______________ 

   Tube 1 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

   Tube 2 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 

   Tube 3 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 

5=Fuel*   ______T _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

6=Cabin/Controls  (Crew)  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

*Fuel is reduced one grade per hit regardless of the number of points received. 

 

 

 

 
Ship’s Boat Type____________________  Tons___________ Allegiance_____________ 

Pilot___________ Crewman___________ Crewman___________  Hull_____________ 

Troops/Passengers___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Damage Points   1-3 4-6 7-13 14-20 21+ 

Engineering Hits Scratch Light Mod. Severe Destroyed Crewman          Hits 

Section  Type Rating  Hits Scratch Light Mod. Severe Destr.  Crewman              Hits 

1=Power Plant  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Pilot     ______________ 

2=Maneuver Dr.  ______G _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Gunner ______________ 

3=Hold (Cargo/Passengers) ______T _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Commo______________ 

4=Weapon            Steward______________ 

   Tube 1 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Ldmaster_____________ 

   Tube 2 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 

   Tube 3 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 

5=Fuel*   ______T _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

6=Cabin/Controls  (Crew)  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

*Fuel and cargo are reduced one grade per hit regardless of the number of points received. 

 

 

 

 
Ship’s Boat Type____________________  Tons___________ Allegiance_____________ 

Pilot___________ Crewman___________ Crewman___________  Hull_____________ 

Troops/Passengers___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Damage Points   1-3 4-6 7-13 14-20 21+ 

Engineering Hits Scratch Light Mod. Severe Destroyed Crewman          Hits 

Section  Type Rating  Hits Scratch Light Mod. Severe Destr.  Crewman              Hits 

1=Power Plant  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Pilot     ______________ 

2=Maneuver Dr.  ______G _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Gunner ______________ 

3=Hold (Cargo/Passengers) ______T _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Commo______________ 

4=Weapon            Steward______________ 

   Tube 1 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ Ldmaster_____________ 

   Tube 2 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 

   Tube 3 _______________  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ 

5=Fuel*   ______T _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

6=Cabin/Controls  (Crew)  _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______  

*Fuel and cargo are reduced one grade per hit regardless of the number of points received. 
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SHIP COMBAT CHARTS   RANDOM RANGE (Pilot Skill + 1D less target evasion) 

TURN PHASES     Die/Distance Effect  Die/Distance Effect 

1. Initiative (Ship or Fleet Tactics)  1- = 5 Hexes  +5 to hit#  4 = 2 Hexes  +2 to hit#  

2. Movement or Random Range/Evade  2 = 4 Hexes  +4 to hit#  5 = 1 Hex` +1 to hit# 

3. Beam/Missile Fire   3 = 3 Hexes  +3 to hit#  6+ = Same Hex  -3 to hit# 

4. Other Actions      

     GUNNERY HIT# (2D6 8+; DMs, add to Hit#)  

PILOT EVADE (Pilot Skill + 1D)  Firer:  Subtract skill level from hit # 

Action Req# Effect    Target in same hex -3 (sand has no effect) 

Roll 5+ +1 evade   Defender: +1 for each hex between firer and target; add Pilot’s evasion DM 

Jink 7+ +2 evade    Missile +3 Fighter +2 (1-12T)  Boat +1 (20-95T) 

Bar.Roll 9+ +3 evade    +3 for sand canister versus beams (except in same hex) 

Half-loop 7+ +2 evade   

Trailing 10+ +3 evade   SMALL CRAFT HITS 

     1D6 Fighter   Ship’s Boat 

SENSOR DETECTION   1 =  Power Plant*  Power Plant* 

1D6; Opposing sensor rolls   2 =  Maneuver Drives  Maneuver Drives 

Use sensor # plus skill as a DM  3 =  Maneuver Drives  Hold (passengers or cargo) 

Active +1 to detect, +3 to be detected.  4 =  Weaponry  Weaponry 

     5 =  Fuel (.5T lost)  Fuel (.5T lost) 

CREW SAVES (1D6)   6 =  Cockpit (flight crew)  Cabin (flight crew) 

Weapon Type  Req#   

Laser/Pulse Beams  3+  SHIP HITS (exterior hits D6: 1=sensor arrays, 2=turrets, 3-6=hull hits)  

Plasma/Fusion Beams 4+  Starships (2D6)  *Sensor Arrays (D6) **Bridge (D6) 

Particle Beams*  5+  2 = Sensor Arrays*  1 = Radio transceiver 1 = Flight Controls (Pilot) 

Missiles/Nuc. Missiles* 5+/6+  3 = Bridge**  2 = Backup transcvr 2 = Computer (Comptech) 

*All characters are hit by 3D radiation  4 = Weaponry (gunners) 3 = Act. sensor array  3 = Active Sensors (Commo) 

     5 = Boat/Vehicle Deck 4 = Backup act. array 4 = Pass. Sensors (Navigator) 

SHIP SCALE Multiply damage by these factors 6 = Common Areas  5 = Pass. sensor array 5 = Base Radio (Captain) 

Ship  S M L C 7 = Fuel Tanks  6 = Backup pas. array 6 = Fire Control (Ch. Gunr/Exec) 

S <1KT x1 x1/2  x1/4 x1/8 8 = Cargo Hold 

M<10KT x2 x1 x1/2 x1/4 9 = Jump Drive  ***Engineering Specialties  

L <1CKT x3 x2 x1 x1/2 10 = Maneuver Drive (eng’rs) 1 = Fuel Scoops 4 = Deck Gravitics 

C <1MT x4 x3 x2 x1 11 = Power Plant  2 = Fuel Refiner 5 = Life Support 

S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large, C=Capital 12 = Engineering Spec.*** 3 = Refueling Port 6 = Backup LS Batteries 

      

STARSHIP HITS 

2 Sensor Arrays – radio or sensor arrays are damaged (1D6: odd# = main unit; even # = auxiliary unit). 

3 Power Plant – throw 1D6; will explode on a result of ‘1,’ otherwise all systems except backup life support will go offline. 

4 Maneuver Drives – drives are damaged; engineers must make saving rolls 

5 Jump Drive – the jump drive is damaged 

6 Cargo Hold – cargo is reduced one grade per hit regardless of the number of points received. 

7 Fuel Tanks – fuel is reduced one grade per hit regardless of the number of points received. 

8 Vehicle Bay (odd)/Boat Deck (even) – vehicles or boats must make saving rolls 4+; then roll damage. 

9 Common Rooms – odd = Common Rooms, steward and troops must make a savings roll; even = staterooms, passengers must 

make a saving roll. 

10 Turrets – turret weapon systems are incapacitated on any hit.  If missile turrets are hit make two saving rolls, one for the 

gunner and the other for a possible missile explosion – make another saving roll for missile loaders, if any. 

11 Bridge – roll on the Bridge Table; the resulting item is hit and crewmen must make savings rolls. 

1 Flight Controls – no control of the ship; ship moves same direction at same speed; pilot make a saving roll. 

2 Computer – computer function ceases; pilot must fly manually (-4); computertech make a saving roll. 

3 Active Sensors – active sensor unit no longer functions, ship is blind; commotech make a saving roll. 

4 Passive Sensors – passive sensor unit no longer functions, ship is blind; navigator make a saving roll. 

5 Radio – the base radio unit is hit; captain make a saving roll. 

6 Fire Control – Chief Gunner’s station is damaged; chief gunner make a saving roll. 

12 Specialties – roll on the Specialties Table; the resulting item is hit. 

1 Sensor Array – the sensors/radio will not function if the sensor array is damaged. 

2 Landing Gear – the ship cannot land in a gravity well without repairs first. 

3 Deck Gravity – the ship’s deck gravity system no longer functions; ship is in 0-G. 

4 Fuel Refiner – one of the ship’s fuel refiners is damaged and will not function. 

5 Backup LS Batteries – batteries must be repaired before backup systems can be used. 

6 Life Support – the ship’s supply of oxygen, heating, and emergency lights will run out in 1D6 hours. 

Main Items are reduced by 1/4 for light hits, 1/2 by moderate hits, and are dysfunctional on a severe hit; sub categories are 

reduced 1/2 by a light hit and destroyed on a moderate hit.  If a ship does not have the resultant item, ignore the damage. 


